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Clemson pays tribute to fallen
► Game day at Death
Valley was transformed
into a somber memorial
ERICA JAROS

staff writer

page 6

Profiles of Heroes
■ The University has endured
many wars since the beginning of the 20th century. As
talks of war continue to ravage on around the world, military heroes of the last century must be remembered for
their efforts to get the United
States to where it is now Four
Clemson alumni POWs tell
their stories.

Should students give up their
civil liberties to University
administrative policies? How
far can the University go to
restrict students to assure
their safety?

Instead of watching kick-off
at one o'clock on Saturday, about
1,500 people lined the field of
Death Valley to remember the
victims of the September 11,2001
attacks on New York and
Washington, DC.
The University's ROTC cadets
presented the colors and Pershing
Rifles fired a 21-gun salute. This
memorial gave everyone who
attended time to reflect and
remember.
It also attracted
national attention. Numerous
local television stations and NBC
covered the service.
Before and after the service
people signed a banner, leaving
notes and messages of inspiration and hope.
Community
members and people from the
surrounding areas made up a
large majority of those in attendance.
University President James
Barker said, "I feel good about the
memorial. It's something the
campus can rally for." Some
believe the main purposes for this

GONZALEZ/ph.

SIGNATURES: Crowds gathered at Memorial Stadium Saturdayfor a memorial service/or last week's tragedy.
memorial were to honor the dead
and the military and simply to
show respect.
Disbelief still holds the incident in its grasp in the minds of
many. Second-year graduate student Kim Kosick says, "I'm still
shocked, I never thought this

6etf Tournaments to Benefit
Performing Arts
Play the Tiger Paw hole —
and 17 others — at the
University's Walker Golf Course
during the annual Brooks
Center for the Performing Arts
Golf Tournament on Friday, Oct.
5. The modified captain's choice
tournament will benefit the
center's educational outreach
program and performances, in
addition to scholarships in performing arts.
Prizes will be awarded for the
10 lowest team scores, longest
drive, shot closest to the pin and
$5,000 for a hole-in-one, during
the 18-hole competition.
The entry fee of $400 per
fovJr-person team includes golf
cart, food and entertainment.
Fifty percent of the entry fee is
tax deductible. Entry deadline
is Friday, Sept. 21.

generations on campus, this was
yet another sad event to witness.
Barker shook his head and
sighed, "I can hardly put it into
words. This is different from
other tragedies, more life-changing"
SEE FALLEN, PAGE 11

Career Services gears
up for future events

Briefs
Spirit Blitz Taking Over
Clemson
This week awash in orange
will end in a flourish of red,
white and blue. As the finale for
Spirit Blitz Week, Central Spirit
is urging fans to wear the colors
of our country to the football
game against the University of
Virginia this Saturday.
Originally, the day was to be
declared "Orange Out" day,
when fans were supposed to
wear as much orange as possible. However, the organizations
involved in Spirit Blitz decided
that red, white and blue would
be more appropriate this week,
in light of the tragic events of
Sept. 11. All fans, from both
teams, are asked to wear patriotic colors.

would happen." However, some
students feel a bit different. "I'm
more mad than scared because it
shakes everything safe", said
Jennifer Mimms, a senior.
Overall, the student body
reacted shocked, appalled, upset
and afraid. For some of the older

► Fmmjob counseling to
resumes, the Career
Center can help students.
LINDSAY HYMA

staff writer

DAN GONAZALEtf photo editor

SALUTE: Military appreciation to be celebrated at this weekend's game.

Gamededicatedto
military and victims

► Four POWs Mali be present at Saturdays game.
ADORA

M.

CHEUNG

news editor

This Saturday, the football
game against the University of
Virginia will be dedicated to those
fallen and to those still living that
have served and are currently
serving the United States.
Of the over 10,000 University
alumni that have fought in most of
20th century's major wars, about
five percent have lost their lives.
Before the game, four alumni
POWs will be recognized. They
include Retired U.S. Army Colonel
Ben Skardon, Former Army First
Lieutenant Bill Funchess, Retired
Air Force Colonel Bill Austin and
Retired Navy Commander Bob
Fant. This week, The Tiger's feature
is dedicated to telling the stories of
these military heroes.
In honor of these brave souls
and many others, the University
has planned a series of activities in

recognition
of
Military
Appreciation Day. Pre-game activities include the posting of colors,
introducing former POWs, honoring those killed in recent attacks
with a moment of silence, singing
of the national anthem, and
singing of the alma mater.
Half time will mostly be in
honor of those who not only lost
their lives fighting for freedom,
but those involved in the last
week's horrific events. The band
plans to play Taps and the
Pershing Rifles will give a 21-gun
salute. There will also be an
Armed Forces medley, and all past
and current service men and
women will be asked to stand. The
singing of God Bless America will
be led by University musical
groups.
All fans are encouraged to
remain in their seats during half
time so they can pay respects to
the fallen during the ceromony.
Everyone is asked to also wear red,
white and blue.

When asked, many people
often describe college as the
best time of their lives. It is a
time to meet new people, experience newly found freedoms and
enter a fresh and exciting chapter in one's life. While the college experience can be exciting
and unique, it is sometimes forgotten that the ultimate objective of a college education is to
prepare students to eventually
enter the workforce.
Unfortunately, this task can
be very confusing and frustrating for some students beginning

to stare into the ominous future.
With so many choices to make,
it can often seem overwhelming
to find direction in life. Luckily,
the Michelin Career Center is
available to help sort out the
confusing details and decisions
career planning can present.
Located on the third floor of
the Hendrix Student Center, the
Michelin Career Center has a
variety of resources and services available to help students
make sense of the questions that
may arise when planning their
futures.
From career counseling to
resume critiquing, the center
can help students filter though
the overwhelming sea of inforSEE

CAREER, PAGE 11
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IN THE HOT SEAT: Assistant Director Heather Karns (left) and
Deborah Herman (right) work with Matt Shafer.
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Muslim students flee U.S. for safety concerns
JENNIFER HOVT

The Daily Campus (U. of Conn.)
Two University of Connecticut
students of Middle Eastern
descent have decided to leave
UConn and return- to their home
countries after enduring harassment in the aftermath of last
Tuesday's terrorist attacks.
The students, Rashed Alvaabi,
a fifth-semester mechanical engineering major, and Ibraheem
Almansouri, a student who just
arrived at UConn to study
English, decided to return to their
native country, the United Arab
Emirates, mainly because of pressure from their families. The families of both men feared for their
safety after hearing reports of
violence against Muslims across
the United States.
"My family has called me
every day [since the terrorist
attacks]," Almansouri said. "Everyday."
Since last Tuesday's attacks on
New York City and Washington,
DC, Almansouri noticed a dras', tib^change in the way people
treated him.
"I can't stay in the U.S. because
of the people in class; all of the
people just look at me," he said. "I
can't go anywhere — I stayed at
my home for four days."
Alvaabi said that aside from
the pressure from his family, a
major factor in his decision to
leave the country was a physics
class he attended last Thursday in
which students used derogatory
language about people of Islamic
descent.
Alvaabi said his professor
asked the class what they thought
about Islamic people, and approximately five people responded:
"We hate the Islamic people."
Alvaabi said the professor told
these students that they should
not have said that and the discussion of Islamic people did not
continue.
Alvaabi stayed quiet during
the incident because he said he
was afraid one of the students

would hurt him after the class.
Mark Wentzel, director of the
department of international services and programs, said his
office has received five or six
complaints of harassment a day
since the terrorist attack, a trend
which he said grows daily.
"Many of them are young kids;
why are they leaving?" Wentzel
said. "Because they've been in
classes where they heard more
incidents of harassment than of
solidarity."
Maj. Ronald Blicher of the
UConn Police Department said
they have received two formal
complaints of "harassing or
intimidating behavior directed
toward victims appearing to be of •
Middle Eastern descent."
Blicher said that in one of the
reported incidents, several perpetrators who were on foot verbally
harassed a male in the center of
campus.
He said the second incident
occurred on the north side of
campus when people in a vehicle
drove by a female who appeared
to be of Middle Eastern descent
and shouted intimidating comments at her.
Blicher said both of these
reported incidents occurred late
last week and are still under
investigation.
He stressed that reports of
harassment should be made to
police immediately after the incidents occur to aid them in apprehending the perpetrators.
"Incidents of this nature, that
are harassing and intimidating,
directed at anyone in our campus
community and which are criminal in nature will not be tolerated," Blicher said.
Abdul Hamadan, president of
the Muslim Student'Association,
said that he is considering moving his family back to his native
country of Saudi Arabia because
of the harassment faced by
Muslims across the nation.
Because he is committed to his
studies in the United States,
Hamadan said he would not be

VWdlf NEWS
•The Nimda computer worm affected thousands of computers
throughout the United States on Tuesday. It then spread overnight
to many more PCs, both home and business, in European and Asian
countries. The worm is described as being very malicious. It's a
combination of the Melissa email virus, attacks the internet as did
the Code Red virus of last summer, and finds security glitches in
Microsoft software. The Nimbda worm will also load files into
internet sites to infect site visitors.
■The day after the World Trade Center attacks, researchers collected 13 vials of dust from the collapsed towers. The researchers are
testing for possible health threats that the dust may pose for the
many that have been breathing it. There are already numerous people wearing dust masks to prevent from breathing in possibly
harmful chemicals like asbestos. A researcher at the National
Institute of Environmental Health Sciences put together a list of
200 possible toxins from the fires and the rubble of the towers.
Scientists still are not positive that the dust poses any type of
threat; however^they are more concerned about chemicals released
from the fires than they are about the levels of asbestos.
•A two-story hotel in Istanbul fell Wednesday, killing one person
and leaving two trapped in the debris. A subway tunnel being built
underneath the hotel caved in resulting in the collapse of the hotel
and three other buildings next to the hotel as well. The other buildings had been evacuated. A women and her child remained trapped
under the rubble of the hotel, but rescuers were able to locate them.
•A University of Wyoming student was charged with vehicular
homicide as a result of a crash early Sunday morning. The crash
killed eight members of the Wyoming cross country team that were
returning from a non-school trip in Colorado. Clinton Haskins, 21,
was charged Tuesday with eight counts of aggravated vehicular
homicide. The counts were aggravated because Haskins is also
accused of driving under the influence. He was the only survivor of
the crash that occurred when his pickup truck collided with the
sport-utility vehicle that was carrying the runners.
•Two separate fireworks explosions near Wuhan, China, killed 20
people Tuesday evening. Three people were killed that evening in an
explosion at an illegal fireworks plant. Later that night, a group of
government officials and police officers raided a village in order to
confiscate fireworks that were being sold by farmers there. An
explosion occurred at one of the sellers' houses and killed 17 people,
five of them police officers. Seven others were injured.

FEAR: Muslims leave the U.S. afterthreatsfrom various people and amid rising safety concernsfollowing last
week's attacks on the World Trade Ceter.
able to leave the United States
with his family.
Hamadan said one reason he
may have his wife and two children move to Saudi Arabia is
because he does not feel comfortable leaving his family alone during the day while he attends
school.
"I told [my wife], 'Don't watch
the TV,' because I see the concern
in her face," he said. "She doesn't
want to tell me her feelings
because she knows I'll worry
about them while I'm at school."
Wentzel said that the reports
are not limited to people of
Middle Eastern descent. He said
complaints have come from
Chinese, Indian and AmericanMuslim students as well.
While Wentzel's office has
received many reports of harassment, he said he also has gotten
many calls from members of the

community in support of international students.
He said his office is trying to
keep their response to the incidents of harassment low-key
because they do not want to instigate more acts of that nature.
"We don't want to escalate it
ourselves," he said.
Wentzel said he hopes that "a
critical mass" of non-international members of the community
will express support for people of
Middle Eastern descent, whom he
called "the new victims," of the
terrorist attacks.
People who want to help international students combat harassment should be verbal in their
support and be watchdogs for
biased reporting in the media,
Wentzel suggested.
"We don't believe the expressions of harassment are representative of the general sentiment of

the American community," he
said, "and we encourage the
majority of people to let their
views be known."
While Alvaabi plans to return
to UConn and continue his studies next January, Almansouri does
not think he will return to the
United States.
"I liked the people in the U.S.,
and I hoped to stay here," he said.
"But after the problems in New
York all of the people changed."
Although Almansouri found it
difficult to express his feelings in
English, a language he was just
beginning to study, it was evident
that he was remorseful of the
course of events over the past
week.
"I'm so sad for what happened
in New York and DC," he said.
"I'm so sad for that. But it's not just
an American problem, it's a problem all over the world."

NYU adapts to life at ground zero
ELIZABETH KASSAB

Michigan Daily (U. Michigan)
New York University sophomore Bryce Roebel said he attended class as usual after watching
from Washington Square Park as
United Airlines Flight 175 crashed
into World Trade Center Tower 2
Tuesday.
"During class they collapsed, so
when I came out of class and
looked south, they weren't there,"
he said.
The collapse knocked out power
in four of NYU's residence halls,
including the one Roebel lives in.
Like thousands of other New
Yorkers who live in the vicinity of
the World Trade Center, Roebel has
not yet been able to return to his
home.
He said he has been staying
with friends, and NYU gave students some money to buy clothes'
and other necessities they didn't
have.
The residence halls farther
away from the site of the terrorist
attacks were able to remain open.
NYU freshman Chris Hale still has
access to his residence hall, located
near Washington Square Park. He
walked out of his room Tuesday
morning for a class, not realizing
what had happened.
"I noticed a lot of people just
standing around," he said. "When I
got to the corner, I looked downtown and saw lots of smoke."
Second-year law student Denise
Ryan said she and her neighbors
stood in and around Washington
Square Park watching the destruction of the twin towers last

Tuesday.
"You could see glass coming out
and people coming out" of the top
floors, she said.
In the streets, people clustered
around the cars that were stopped
in the road to hear the radios'
explanations of the sight.
Ryan said she listened in "complete disbelief" as the reports kept
coming in.
She then went to the law school,
where there were televisions set up

"When the first tower fell,
you knew there were
people in there that you
knew and there was
nothing you could do."
DENISE RYAN

NYU law student

in the lounge. Some of the students
watching had friends, family or
fiances who worked in the World
Trade Center.
"When the first tower fell, you
knew there were people in there
that you knew, and there was nothing you could do," she said.
Tuesday was filled with frantic
searches, Ryan said. Since virtually
no telephones were working, people were using e-mail and instant
messaging services to try to locate
friends and family.
The rest of New York responded
with an outpouring of support, she
said.
"People were just trying to find

out how they could help," Hale
said. "They told people they needed
blood, and then within an hour
they were telling people there were
five-hour lines."
Hale said he always took it for
granted that he was born an
American. But the recent events
and New York's response "brings a
deeper sense that we are all
Americans. It has made it a little
more real," he said.
Ryan said she is skeptical that
the United States would commit to
a ground war, but she admitted she
would never have imagined a week
ago that the twin towers could be
the target of a terrorist attack.
"If we've ever been justified in
going to war in the past, we're justified now," she said.
When he was growing up,
Roebel said, he dreamed of being in
the Navy. Though he didn't pursue
that ambition, he said he is willing
to serve his country now.
"I'd do almost anything if they
asked me to," he said. "It's time for
everyone to come together."
Ryan said last week's events
have New York shaken, but she said
it will get back to normal.
She said New Yorkers have no
choice but to continue walking the
streets and taking the subway. "It's
hard. You can't really leave."
The normally busy campus was
transformed into a virtual ghost
town in the days after the terrorist
attack, but things are slowly starting to return to normal.
"It was dead silent," Hale said. "I
could walk down the middle of 5th
Avenue in the middle of the day
without people or cars."

•New grading policy debated
among faculty and students
► Pluses and minuses may
oe on the minds of students
andfacultyjor next year.

4
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JOSEPH GOOSEY

ad production manager

Scholastic policy and regulations have never been an easy
topic of discussion at the
University. This year, University
officials face a difficult decision:
should the University implement
a plus-minus grading system for
all undergraduates?
"The faculty feel a need for a
jriore detailed grade, not simply A,
B, C, or D," said Senior Vice Provost
Jerome Reel.
The Faculty Senate Scholastic
policies Committee created the
new plus-minus grading system
last year. The Faculty Senate officially passed the proposal to begin
initiating the grading system on
May 8,2001.
Alan Grubb, the faculty senate
president, explained the idea
4>ehind the movement.
"Faculty would have the ability
to more accurately gauge what the
students are doing in the class-

room."
Students remain indifferent to
the grading system. For some, they
feel the new system is a hindrance
*and would negatively impact their
grades. And for others, the new
plan will do little to affect their
college career.
Sunil Bector, a biosystems engineering major, gave his opinion on
the new grading policy.
"The merit of the plus-minus
system is that it can reflect a student's grade more accurately as
well as positively impact a student's motivation. However, the
system would hurt students who
may obtain an average of 92 rather
than a 98 in a class."
• Studies show that a plus-minus
system balances out the GPRs and
students are not impacted in a
negative or positive fashion.
•Observing top schools across the
country, the faculty senate tried to
consider all of the implications
surrounding this type of move.
• There are advantages and disadvantages to plus-minus grading.
A plus-minus grading system narrows down the scores and can give
"a better indication of how the students did. However, there will be
disadvantages. Points of contention between students and fac*ulty members are likely to rise
over small discrepancies in their
grades.
In the current system, a student
m
with a straight C average and one
C- would not be able to graduate
from Clemson. On the opposite
.side of the scale, in a system
implemented without an A+, a
student with a perfect A average
and one A- would not have a 4.0.
•
The plan approved by the
Faculty Senate allows for an A+
through a D- and F. These grades
are distributed respectively from a
•4.3 to a 0.7 and 0.0.
Multiple versions of the grading system exist in other top public universities. In a survey conducted for the University by Stan
Smith, registrar, only ten of the top
50 Public National Universities
have a. grade system identical to
• University's. On the other hand. 29
universities implement a system
similar to the one proposed by the
Faculty Senate. The University of
California-Berkeley, the University
of Virginia and many other
schools have found success in the
m plus-minus scale. The main discrepancies between the different
systems are the usage of an A+.
"This is not an easy issue to
• decide upon. There is no obvious
choice. The main thing is that all
offices and points of views have to
be looked at in the University,"
•
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said Reel.
Of the various systems, the
University must decide which is
best for the University. The
Faculty Senate proposed a model
to use, but the main intent of their
proposal was to execute some version of the plus-minus approach.
Said Kelly Smith, chair of
Scholastic Policies Committee
when the proposal was passed,
"We haven't recommended a set
way; we recommended mainly to
go through with it."
"We can go out and look at
other schools, and then pick and
choose the one that is right for
Clemson. Just because all of the
top 20 schools have a certain one,

"The faculty feel a need
for a more detailed
grade."
DR. JEROME REEL

Senior Vice Provost

it doesn't matter. We need to pick
something that reflects the standards of Clemson," said Grubbs.
Under the current plan, when
implemented,
all
currently
enrolled undergraduate students
•would be subject to the plusminus grading. Faculty compliance on the grading scale is
optional, but all grades would be
issued using the plus-minus
weighting. For students who were
enrolled in the old system, their
previous grades would not be
affected.
Students enrolled in the graduate school would not be affected.
All graduate school policies are

decided within the school.
To implement the plus-minus
grading system for-the 2002-2003
school year; the Academic Council
must pass the final draft by
December 20,2001. The twentieth
is the deadline for changes to be
submitted for the Undergraduate
Announcements, which contains
the scholastic policy guidelines for
each year.
If the proposal succeeds, it
would be implemented immediately for the next school year.
However, with such an instrumental change in scholastic policy,
school officials plan to review students' GPRs in the coming years to
see if there is a noticeable effect.
"We will evaluate GPRs down
the road, and we will know quickly if there is something wrong,"
said Reel.
The Faculty Senate plan recommends for a review to occur
during the fourth year of the new
system.
"Elements of the review may
include: effect on GPR, instructor
compliance, student and instructor attitudes, graduate and professional school attitudes, implementation difficulties, et cetera."
The plus-minus grading system is not new to the school. In
years past, the Faculty Senate discussed the possibility of such a
system, but was unable to develop
a consensus on what should happen.
Said Grubb, "This time it was
passed because the idea has been
proposed over and over again. It is
time to look seriously at the plusminus grading system and make a
decision. Whatever decision is
made will stick for years."

Library to hold book sale
to assist with foundation

► Books, CDs and videos
will be sold at low prices.
KYLE RUSNAK

staff writer
On Friday, September 28, the R.
M. Cooper Library will be holding
its annual Book Sale. It will take
place outside, by the Reflecting Pool,
rain or shine. The Book Sale will be
open to the public, and starts at 9
a.m. that morning. From 9 a.m. to 10
a.m., there is an admission charge of
$7 for those people that want to get
there early in order to get the good
books before fhey disappear.
After 10 a.m. there will no longer
be an admission charge. After 1:30
p.m., all the items will be a mere half
price. The book sale ends at 6 p.m.
One-day visitor parking permits
will be available at the Visitors
Center, located at 111 Daniel Drive,
or you can pick one up at the Police
Department in Memorial Stadium.
These special permits will allow
visitors to park in areas reserved for
visitors, faculty, staff, or students.
The CAT buses will be running
approximately every 10 minutes to
accommodate book shoppers who
have to park in the large parking lots
far from the library.
This year the Library is offering
up about 10,000 books, magazines,
CDs, records and videos.
The prices will range from two
dollars for hardbacks and CDs to 10
cents for magazines, and all of those
prices will be cut in half after 1:30
p.m.
Most forms of payment-cash,
check, or Tiger Stripe-will be
accepted. Proceeds will go to the
purchase of new books for the
University Libraries.
The University Foundation is an
independent, non-profit organization that has had its charter since
1933. It was formed to benefit the

University by managing assets and
keeping track of donor records, and
to help promote the development of
the University as a top 20 school.
Some of the books being sold this
September 28 were donated at last
year's Homecoming Book Drive. The
Library's slogan for the Book Drive is
"BYOB", or "Bring Your Old Books".
They will be holding another Book
Drive this year in order to get some
more books so that they can hold
another Book Sale next year.
This year's Book Drive will be on
Homecoming Saturday, October 20.
This will be the second annual Book
Drive supporting the Book Sale.
There will be several donation
boxes around tonw. Donation boxes
will be available at some area motels
and in a few excellent tailgating
locations. The collection box on the
west side of the Library will also be
available for donations that weekend.
The goal of both Cooper Library
and the University Foundation is to
make the University Library system a national leader in providing
research opportunities for students.
To do this will require lots of new
books and magazines, among other
sources, every year, and that is
where both the Book Drive and the
Book Sale come in.
If you are interested in influencing the direction that new Library
procurements log onto the Library's
website at http://www.lib.clemson.edu/new/. Go to the section
titled "About the Libraries" and
then to the "Access Information
Policies". There you can fill out an
online order request form, which
will be sent to the appropriate subject librarian. If they agree that the
source is necessary, and they have
the funds to buy it, they will send
the recommendation over to the
Acquisitions department.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Safety should not
overshadow rights
Concern for safety is necessary, but
students' rights must also be honored
We were going to write an editorial last week about the civil
rights ol students living on campus. We were going to talk about
the need for the University to
honor students' civil liberties by
obtaining
warrants
before
searching students' rooms and
computers. However, after the
events of September 11, our eyes
were opened to the reason for this
kind of security.
We have thought again about
our position. While we can now
better understand the reason that
the University has these rules, we
still feel that the need for safety
and security should not force a
sacrifice of our constitutional
rights. The prevention of crimes
against others is neccessary, but
there have to be limits on how far
that prevention can go.
There has been a lot of talk in
the past week about this issue as
we have tried, as a country, to sort
out our feelings and decide on a
plan of action against terrorists
and their possible future attacks.
Airlines have already begun massive changes in airport security.
Several congressmen and other
political figures have stated their
support for loosening wiretapping laws and expanding internet surveillance.
It is understandable that some
people feel this way, just as the
University's position is a valid
one. After last week's events, we
now see what can happen if we
don't practice vigilance when it
comes to issues of security, on
campus and around the nation.
However, that is no reason to
just do away with
the
Constitution completely. Our
laws stipulate that warrants
must be obtained before property
is searched. This law is provided

so that innocent people who may
look guilty because of dress or
skin color do not have to be subjected to harrassment by the
authorities.
Unfortunately, students who
live on campus are not covered by
this law for some reason. Campus
police do not have to have a warrant to search a student's dorm
room, nor do campus fire department officials. This means that,
even though it probably rarely
happens, police can decide to
search a student's room and computer simply because they feel
that the student is guilty of something (although they would most
likely try to give some probable
cause).
One of the things we keep
hearing from newscasters, politicians, and citizens alike is that
terrorists want to prevent us from
observing our way of life. Well,
our way of life includes our freedoms, civil liberties, and civil
rights. If we give up these rights
because we are afraid, the terrorists will have won.
We here at The Tiger feel that
this applies to on-campus residents as well as the rest of
America. While we applaud the
University's efforts to ensure our
constant safety, we feel that their
efforts must follow the law and
the
Constitution.
Clemson
should take a stand, along with
the rest of America's citizens, and
allow us to continue having our
way of life and our freedom.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of
THE TIGER senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial
may not represent the individual view
of any particular member.
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I am scared. Not for my personal
safety, but that in losing thousands of lives, we might take it for
granted and miss some of the larger
lessons before us.
When I was in eighth grade, I
learned a lesson on a much smaller
magnitude. As any middle school
student, I was absorbed in my own
problems and difficulties. One
morning, in the middle of my selfpity, everything changed. I had
known him pretty
well. We had been
in involved in similar things in
school. One night,
for reasons out of
our
control,
Michael Sahni had
a violent heart
attack, at the mere
age of 14. He died on the spot, and
no one, not his family or his closest
friends, ever got to say goodbye.
Michael's death changed my life.
He wasn't a very close friend, but
the brevity of life was immediately
evident to me. I realized that my
small problems were insignificant
when it came to life as whole. Often,
I have forgotten the things that he
taught me.
Now I wonder. Are the deaths of
countless millions something to
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learn from? I hope so.
Thousands of editorials, talk
shows, news reports, friends, and
family members will give you an
analysis of the recent tragedy. Every
educated individual has his or her
own opinion about how it happened, what went wrong, and how
we should respond. I am not going
to rehash those topics. Rather, I
would like to speak about Tuesday's
unspeakable disaster in a larger
context.
How
will it change
our world? Or
better,
how
should it?
In hard times,
Americans are
known for their
strength to bond
together.
However, we cannot be so inclusive
that we forget that we are all
humans and exclude others because
of their speech or the color of their
skin. In these times, we have to unite
as Americans, in patriotism and as
blood, but we cannot isolate ourselves from other people because as
humans, life is precious, for us and
any other citizen of this world.
Email has been used extensively
to send around messages this last
week. I have received notes ranging

from religious instruction, to
Nostradamus, to facts about Islam,
to distasteful editorials in Canada.
Some of these notes are beneficial,
but others, can be useless and
derogatory.
The most touching thing I have,
seen or read was written as an email
from a friend I have in Poland. On
Wednesday, he wrote to me with a
solemn note. Jakub, my friend said,,
"...I went today to the US consulate to
put down flowers. There were so
many flowers and candles. Many
people. Some were crying...I am with»
you! And with all Americans?'
His email touched my heart in a
way similar to that of the flags I saw
last weekend as I drove home. Each*
display of compassion is alike and
then different; one comes from
patriotism and the other from
humanity.
•
To the thousands of people who
died in these devastating attacks, to
the families who will never be the
same, and to my old friend Michael *
Sahni, help us learn from your
tragedy. And please, let us never forget these lessons, not soon or in the
distant future
Joseph Godsey is a junior majoring
in Computer Engineeringand
Political Science. Email comments *
to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

Letters to the Editor

Former Tiger Band
member speaks out
I have heard a report that Dr.
Mark Hosier, Director of Tiger
Band was given an ultimatum to
resign from the band. History is
not without a sense of irony, as
eight years ago, he gave me that
same ultimatum... over my choice
to wear a cross on the outside of
• my uniform of all things. It was an
event that changed my life and
many of my friendships forever.
Before Hosier is put on a
pedestal as a martyr, I want the
current administration, student
body and especially the marchers
in Tiger Band to be reminded that
Hosier has subjected at least this
former student to exactly the same
treatment to which he is now
being subjected: Forcing you to
leave an organization you love
because of standing up for your
convictions. Mine were centered
around my religion; his are centered around parking and safety. If
Hosier is willing to fall on his
sword over parking, maybe he has
an inkling of the understanding as
to why I fell on mine.
Though my heart goes out to
Tiger Band, I feel as though the
chickens have come home to roost
for Dr. Hosier.

Clator Butler

class of'95

Football should be
about game, not ads
The most gutsy performance in
Death Valley at last Saturdays
game didn't happen on the field
but in the stands when the
Clemson band showed some collective backbone and turned its
back on the giant replay screen. It
was to protest an athletics department order that muzzled the band
and cheerleaders so the big boob
tube could hawk products playing
TV-style ads to the 78,000 pairs of
eyeballs in the stands.
People go to a game to watch
the action on the field, to cheer, to
be a part of a collective experience
with other human beings. If they
want to see a game in a videoinduced stupor they can stay home
and sit on the couch. At least there
they can zap the ads with the
remote
The explanation that this cheering gag rule is meant to protect the
financial interests of an individual
who purchased the screen, along
with rights to the ads, is a slap in
the face to fans. It says, Shut up and
keep your eyes on the screen, we've

got our investment to protect.
The band responded with
righteous indignation by turning
its back on the screen when the
first ad ran, and the cheerleaders,
the student body and all Clemson
fans should do the same at the
next game.

Van Komegay *

reader

No Paw Vision
If we can't purchase the Paw
Vision screen, maybe we don't
need it. Let's give the money back
to the advertisers, and give the
game back to the students.
«
Clarence Balch
IPTAY member

Letters to the editor should be no
more than 500 words. They should
include the author's name, signature, and phone number. They will
be checked for authenticity. Letters
may be edited for clarity and
grammar.
THE TIGER
staff
reserves the right to edit, print or
omit all letters submitted to the
editor.
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Its the true meaning of feminism" Pat on the back for football players
One site in particular (that I will not digI am a feminist. 1 was a feminist before I
nify by quoting or naming) contains not only
even knew what the word meant. Call me
anti-feminist propaganda, but generally anticrazy but I have just never questioned my
female tracts. It blatantly asserts that
equality to the other members of the human
women's Olympic events are insulting to
race. This does not mean that 1 am a lesbian,
their male counterparts and that women
or hate men, or even think that all women
who have aspirations outside of home and
should work outside of their homes, because
family are unnatural, selfish, delusional and
none of these things are true. In fact, I think
full of self-loathing. What millennium is
men are great folks and count myself lucky
this again?
to have shared my childhood with a stay at
I don't understand how anyone could hold
home mom (also a feminist, by the way).
these opinions in the 21st century. I mean
Contrary to what has become popular belief,
what else do we have to do to prove ourselves
man-hating and lesbianism are not requireto the pigs of the world? If, as these misogyments of feminism. What is required is comnistic schmucks admit, we
mon sense, plain and simare good enough to raise
ple.
their children, which is
My stance is that everyundeniably one of the most
Elizabeth
one, male and female
important as well as physialike, should be able to do
Renedo
cally and emotionally
whatever it is that makes
columnist
demanding jobs in exishim or her happy in life,
tence, then why shouldn't
(within legal limits, of
we write books, or fly
course) whether it be stayplanes, or any of the other things that they
ing at home and raising children or posing
nude for Playboy. The idea makes total sense; do? I don't follow the reasoning.
After years of campaigning for equality
it's in the Constitution for crying out loud
and repeatedly proving our worth as a group,
(pursuit of happiness and all that); who
we are still being reduced to our biologies.
could possibly disagree?
We continue to be subjected to unrealistic
Recently, I was messing around on the
images of women who "have it all." As little
internet and this very question popped into
girls, we are taught that we should aspireto
my mind, so I went to good old Yahoo.com
have careers and perfect families only to be
and entered a search for anti-feminism. I
undermined by cavemen (and women) who
expected to find a few religious extremist
are telling us that this is not only challengsites espousing some extreme version of the
ing, but impossible and immoral as well.
homemaker/breadwinner philosophy (after
The thing that is most frustrating about
all, what else are religious zealots good for if
making a discovery such as this is knowing
not a hearty laugh?). They're there just as I
suspected, but I was shocked to find that they that there is nothing I can really do about it.
Sure, I could write some e-mails letting these
are not alone. The search engine returned
insipid oppressors know how ridiculous they
over 50,000 entries! I knew that the world
look, but they would only laugh at this silly
was full of morons, I just didn't realize so
broad with all of her clouded, female logic.
many of them had computers.
The only solution we have, ladies, is to make
Another, more horrifying revelation was
our lives serve as examples to the oinkers of
that many of these insidious propaganda
the world and keep our chins up until they
sites are run by women. These masochistic
neanderthalettes are against everything from become extinct (or inbred to the point of
imbecility).
the WNBA to insurance-covered birth control. How dare they? These ladies reap the
Elizabeth Renedo j._s.a junior studying english.
benefits of feminism every day of their lives
Email comments to
as evidenced by their very literacy (not that
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
they deserve it).

Comparatively, we are Ancient
Greece/Rome; Death Valley is our
Arena (Coliseum); and the Tigers
Football Team is our herded, and not heralded, Warriors (Gladiators). Week-in and
week-out they suffer mental, physical, and
social strife, so that they can entertain our
animalistic side.
Although these Warriors perform at least
60 hours of work and another three to five
hours of community service per week, they
are consistently vilified. As well, there is no
deep sense of appreciation from this great
institution for the millions of dollars
brought into its economy,
as the University frequently disintegrates our
Team. There are those
amongst the powers-thatbe who have vented, "they
(football players) are
ostracized because they
are vicious and barbaric."
I have thought long and hard on this
statement, and then set out to contravene it.
At first, I wanted to debate the particular
premises laid before me; however, I decided
against it, and instead debate in publication
the true barbarity surrounding the players.
It seemed to me, as I trekked over the
premises and many discourses, that fellow
students, the institution, and we the fans are
the true culprits of the acclaimed barbarity.
We who should support and care for our
Gladiators in and out of the Coliseum, are
bastardized in our sincerity.
First, there are those who accuse the
entire team of being unethical and unvirtuous. Admittedly, there have been on a few
occasions some improper things done by
individuals, who are not representative of
the whole. I learned, as I know you have,
that every organization—Fraternity, Sorority,
Civic, Religious, and etc.—shall have at least
one bad apple. However, the entire group is
not left to the spoiled. As Jesus replied "who
amongst you are without sin, cast the first
stone." I reiterate that very sentiment today.
Next, there are those who acctfe&the
Warriors of being "Thugs" and ribric8fP-fformists. Well, as I look around these hal-

Kevin Tucker is a senior majoring in
Philosophy. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu

The Editors' Corner

SPEAKINGOUT
Do students that live on campus have fewer rights?

Michael Sullivan

Chris Buller

Tamika Patterson

business
sophomore

business
sophomore

secondary
education
junior

"Living on campus is good and bad. I
wouldn't want my stuff searched
through but it's good for security reasons."

lowed grounds we see many, even the most
academically inclined, who give off a thuggish persona. However, we do not look down
on them nor do we treat them as less equals.
As well, be wise to remember that some of
our greatest national treasures were nonconformists.
Lastly, there are those who argue that the
Gladiators receive special treatment. How
obtuse of an argument for the members of
academia. We bring the hapless souls to
Clemson with these intentions in mind: to
perform, produce, and depart—even if they
have not received a degree. Would we want
this lot to fall upon one of
our family members,
friends, or selves? Hell, no!
Therefore, it is pertinent
that we make sure that
they earn their degrees so
that they become working
objects in the job market.
Since 1 have been here,
we have had Warriors who have put their
lives and heart on the gridirons as they have
lost Mothers, Fathers, as well as other
important family members and friends,
with no opportunity to grieve. There are
those who have receivedlife threatening, in
addition to career-ending, injuries. One has
recently broken his neck with selfless performance. Some shall never receive degrees.
and others have received two or three.
Regardless of all of this information, how
many of us have stopped just to say, "Well
done faithful servant, you have done a
good/great job!"
We ride on a wave of joy and greet our
Gladiators with well wishes when we are
winning; however, we burden them down
when they are losing. Notice the crux of
this last statement is in the pronouns of 'we'
and they'
I. love and respect our Gladiators, even if I
differ with them at times. I want them to
"Keep the Faith and remain steadfast to the
course."

"On-campus students definitely don't
have as many rights. You're a tenant or
a leaser of the dorm or apartment and
you'd think you'd have as many rights
as someone renting off campus."

"I don't think just because you live on
campus you should be unfairly subjected to the authorities. It's a violation of
privacy. It's not fair. I definitely have
more freedom off campus."

Justin Finley

history
senior
"Yes, they do somewhat. I don't agree
with unwarranted police searches of
rooms, but obviously if there's probable
cause, there's a reason for it."

Katie Dyer

business
management
sophomore
"1 think the rights for on-campus and
off-campus students are about the
same. 1 don't think there's much differ-

Dealing with the tragedy
ogy class - tormented by the
I don't ever expect to fully
implications of the acts I had
understand human motivaseen replayed at least a hundred
tions or the notions that drive
times in front of my eyes. The
their actions. I doubt I will ever
scantron that lay before me really
be able to explain the feeling that
meant nothing.
charged the fear and drowned
So sitting in the office 1 got a
my cheek a week ago last
Tuesday. It was a proper action to call. A vigil was to be held at the
Strom Thurmond Institute. A
eat one's breakfast and promptly
quickly constructed affair that
lose it at t he hour of nine that
had no in-depth
morning. To hell
planning surwith the tests
rounded a flag at
that were schedWill Biyant
half-mast. How
uled that day,
managing
brilliant it was,
my mind was
editor
though. Shots
not on the parts
rang out and in
of the brain or
my mind echoed the blasts of the
reflexive French verbs. Je me
morning. Tears leaked from every
reveille a 8:30. I wish I hadn't
eye as the candlelight kissed the
that day, but then why would I
faces of over a hundred students.
predict that day - out of any This past Monday I saw Dan
would start with several comRather cry on a comedy show.
mercial air flights crashing into
No, the world will never be the
symbols of our nation's power.
same. World War III doesn't
"This strange plan is random at
appear to be on the horizon, but
best," came from the speakers in
definitely years of serious battle
my room.
are sure to ensue. I've found
I went to bed at ten; an hour
myself hating hate and falling
of people clinging to the outside
victim to my own ignorance.
of their doomed but still towerThe truth is, I am scared.
ing office buildings and subseTime to forage on, brave
quently falling to their death had
Americans: the destruction of life
drained me. At the time I
is not in our quest; the pursuit of
remember thinking steel can't
life, liberty and happiness is.
sustain those temperatures for
Recession is not happiness, racist
long periods of time. My predicbarbarism is not liberty, and
tion put me in a fit of severe sadness and rage. I could do nothing mass genocide is not life. Terror
has no honor: let us not live in it
at this moment except sleep.
but move on to reclaim the honor
My roommate woke up. I
due to us. We are a "free market"
decided he would have a better
and can move on in the face of
day if I didn't tell him. I hate live
adversity if we so choose. Fire up
TV Tragedy erupted again, the
capitalism, let's have our way
buildings fell in Front of me.
So I sat - ironically in psychol- with the world economy.

A
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m A yith the events
beri-beri, malaria and
M^y of September
diarrhea. I also had an
▼ Y 11, 2001, still
eye infection with yellow
vivid in our minds
discharge that would
and a remembrance
seal my eye shut."
of those lost to terWork on the "farm",
rorism deep in our
as the outskirts of the
hearts, a bewildered
camp were called, conAmerica has began
sisted of pulling weeds
to pick up the pieces.
in individual gardens.
On occasion, howevBecause the prisoners
er, individuals could
were constantly trying
not help but ques- \.
'
_J to supplement the rice
tion how a nation,
that was their main
even one as great as our
source of food, Skardon has
own, could overcome such horrendous circumstances. keen recollections working in the okra patch.
History has proven, time and time again, that the
"As you walked down the furrow with your head
resilience of the human spirit cannot be shaken.
down so as not to be beaten, you picked out a pod of
Ben Skardon, a retired Colonel of Infantry Officer in okra to put into your mouth. When you saw the legthe United States Army and a 1938 graduate of gings of the Japanese guard go by, you quickly used
Clemson University, has experienced inhumanity at its your thumbnail to break off the pod. Besides the incredworst.
ible taste, equally great was the feeling of accomplishA Japanese prisoner of war during World War II, ment that it provided. Although I never saw anyone get
Skardon views the four years of his life, when he was caught, the Japanese warned us that to do this was to
marched from prison camp to prison camp, as having a steal from the emperor and was, therefore, punishable
profound influence on his faith. Referring to the words by death," he recalls, almost as if he can once again taste
of an unknown poet to describe his feelings, he quotes: the okra he ate in that field.
"Had the eye no tear, the soul would have no rainbow."
When relating the memory of the one breach of loyOriginally attracted to the United States Armed alty that he experienced, a cloud of disappointment
Forces because of the honor and ceremony, Ben came across Col. Skardon's face. "A captain in our shack,
Skardon left to serve his country in the Philippines on in a time of great despair and frustration, said, 'Damn
Oct. 3,1941.
the United States! We'll never get out of here. We are forHe arrived in the Pacific 20 days later, just months gotten men!' There was deathly silence in our shack.
before the U.S. officially declared war on Japan after the There was something terribly profane in his remark."
Dec. 7 bombing of Pearl Harbor. Eight hours after the
After his incarceration at Camp O'Donnell, Skardon
first bomb was dropped on Pearl Harbor, Japan was moved to another camp at Cabanatuan. Two years
launched an aerial attack on the Philippines, destroy- later, he was transferred to Old Bilibid Prison in Manila.
ing much of the American Air Force.
On December 13,1944,1,600 prisoners of war
General Douglas MacArthur, commander
were loaded aboard the Orioku Maru, a
of the Filipino-American forces, decided
large Japanese liner, packed in so tightto meet the Japanese at their points of
ly that each man was forced to sit
landing. After months of holding off
between the legs of the man
the Japanese in the Bataan
behind him. Americans would
Peninsula and as a result diverting
eventually refer to these liners
Japan from invading Australia,
as "hell ships" because of the
the Filipino-American forces
torture that took place within
surrendered on April 9,1942.
their walls.
During this time, Skardon
For 47 days, the prisoners
was hospitalized in an Army
aboard the ship experienced
field hospital called a "Nipa
the unimaginable. Panic
Shack," made of palm
amongst the men was combranches and bamboo.
mon as a result of the lack
Although his recollections of
of water and food, as well as
this time are vague because
the constriction of movehe was harboring malaria, he
ment as a result of the conremembers waking up to
fined space. When men on
blood transfusions, intraboard the ships would die,
venous tubes in both knees,
the remaining passengers
and a tube in his nose to help
would strip the clothes off of
him breathe and shrink the size
his body and use them themof his enlarged spleen.
selves in a feeble attempt to
One day later, Col. Skardon was
ward off the terrible cold. The
captured by the Japanese Army, and
dead bodies were collected by the
made to embark on what would be
Japanese every morning and thrown
later known as the "Bataan Death March,"
overboard.
an 80-mile march from Mariveles to San
Because the Japanese left these ships
Fernando, Pampanga that took eight or nine days.
unmarked, they were the continual targets of American
While on the march, he recalls the Japanese use of Naval Dive Bombers, resulting in the eventual wreckbayonets to keep the prisoners on the road. "When we age of the ship. Survivors were transferred to Lingayen,
began walking, I realized that we were no longer pris- where they boarded another ship that would also be
oners of war, but [we were] captives," he stated.
sunk, this time at Takao, Formosa. The 400 remaining
As the Japanese were not signatories to the Geneva survivors, many of whom were wounded, arrived in
Convention, they often beat the Americans and Mojiijapan on a third ship. Skardon weighed only 90
Filipinos, occasionally driving through the center of pounds at this point, comparing the bodies of the
the march in trucks, holding out two-by-fours to knock American and Filipino captives to those of the
over the wounded and weary.
Holocaust victims.
"At one point along the march, we came across the
In April 1945, the POWs were moved from Fukuoka,
body of an American soldier, still in uniform, flattened Japan to Mukden, Manchuria, where they were to be
by trucks in the middle of the road. I wanted to reach liberated by the Russian army in August 1945. Col.
down and pick up his dog tags; I knew that I should. But Skardon left Manchuria for the United States four years
we were all unsure as to what the Japs would do if we to the day after his departure for the Philippines, on the
moved out of column. That image has stuck with me all third medical evacuation plane to leave the Pacific.
these years."
He spent six months at the Oliver General Hospital
The "Death March" ended at Camp O'Donnell, in Augusta, Georgia for rehabilitation. "It's great to be
where, in the summer of 1942, Skardon developed alive,"he said. "I celebrate that every day. The [U.S.] govmalaria, a disease characterized by chills, sweating, ernment could not have done more, and I could not
fever, soreness and dehydration. He feels that he owes have asked for anything else. I thought of myself as a
his life to two fellow Clemson graduates also impris- good soldier; I knew my oath of office and was prepared
oned at Camp O'Donnell, Henry Leitner and Otis to carry it out."
Morgan.
Skardon was not only a good soldier, but is a remark"When I was stricken with high fever, Henry and able human being. Stories such as his remind us that
Otis would bathe my face to cool me off. When the fever though Americans may face unthinkable hardship,
subsided and the chills took over, they put their blan- they embody the incredible ability to fight the neceskets and straw over me And when the chills became sary battle, overcome terrible odds, and grow in their
wracking, they lay across my body to hold me down," faith as human beings.
he remembered. "At my lowest point, I was a victim of

Ben Skardon

'Courtenay Ryals
staff writer
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Bob Fant
Carolyn Lemere
assistant news editor
lages
»-v obert S. Fant, Jr. graduated that he was taken through.
In one village he finally met up"
) from Clemson in 1960 with
■^ a degree in Forestry and set with two other American prisonout for the Wind River Mountains ers of war and they helped to carry
in Wyoming. Little did he know at him to their final destination. It,
that time the courageous acts he took two weeks for them to reach
would be accomplishing in the Hanoi, and there they were still
mistreated and beaten. Fant was
near future.
While at Clemson, Fant was a listed as being missing in action,
member of the Foresty Club and a and was not allowed to correspond with anyone for 16 months.
manager of the football team.
"I had such a good experience
In November 1969, his name
at Clemson from 1956 through appeared on a list of POWs, and he .
1960," Fant explained, "We had a was able to send a letter home to
fantastic group of student-ath- his family that December. "I
letes. " There were three football became very close to perfect
Bowl teams during this four-year strangers," Fant said, "We call«
time span. "I learned a lot about each other 'Barbed-wire brothers'."
discipline and teamwork under
While there, they all supported
Coach Howard."
each other and kept faith in one
These lessons became very another. One of their main goals'
valuable to him when he enlisted was to not give any aid or comfort
in the Navy in January 1961. to the enemy, and many were
During the next seven years, Fant more willing to die than to give
underwent much schooling and any information that might be"
training. He completed school at helpful to the enemy. "We were
the Officer Candidate School in committed to survive and to surNewport, RI and later received vive with honor."
Navy flight training. In 1967, he
When in solitary confinement'
became a radar intercept officer as or in small groups the prisoners
part of Fighter Squadron 102, would tap on the walls to pass
which was based out of Naval Air along policy and encouragement;
Station Oceana in Virginia Beach, to each other. In the evenings
Va. This squadron was assigned to before bed they would tap out the
the aircraft carrier USS America. It letters "GN GBU". This stood for
was there in Virginia Beach that "Good night. God bless you." "It's a ,
he met his future wife, Rebecca simple short message like that
Elizabeth Otts. She would also that reminds you that you're not in
become one of Fant's biggest solitary confinement, you're not
heroes, remaining faithful, brave, alone", Fant explained. "Prison <
and loyal during the disastrous strips away all roles and it leaves
and fretful years that were to you in a situation where you have
come.
to face who you really
In April 1968
are, stick to your val- <
Fant set out with
ues, resist to the
the Squadron
utmost ability,
and the USS
and never surAmerica for
render to the«
their first
enemy."
duty of
The
t h e
American
Vietnam
public'
War in
also
t h e
played a
Tonkin
large part
Gulf.
in helpThey
ing to aid
began
the priscombat
oners.,
operaInl969,
tions
against
North
Americans,,
Vietnam
learned the
in May.
prisoners
Only two
were
being
months later,
treated by the •
onJub/25,1968,
North
Fant's jet was shot
Vietnamese
and
down
during
a
how awful their living
bombing mission. After
conditions were. As a result, »
ejecting himself from the plane, thousands began writing letters to
his injuries were so severe that he Hanoi, reserving moments of
could not move. A mob of vil- silence at football games and orgalagers quickly formed and he was nizing prayer groups and services •
almost beaten to death by them. A throughout the country in order to
civilian militiaman stopped the protest the cruel treatment. In.
beating and he was taken to other October of 1969, the North
villages on his way to Hanoi. Fant Vietnamese changed the living.*
was further beaten and refused
medical treatment in many vil.PAGE 7
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Bill Austin
Carol Striano
staff writer
Retired Air Force Colonel
William R. Austin II, a former
Prisoner of the Vietnam War,
recalls that his "faith in God and
country and the confidence that
his country wouldn't forget about
[him]" was what got him through
five years and six months in capSi vity
A local militia shot down his F4D series fighter jet roughly 50
miles southwest of Hanoi on
©ctober 7, 1967. He ejected from
the jet into the Vietnamese jungle.
After freeing himself from his
parachute and gear, he spotted
two members of local militia hiding in the brush.
He shot a flare into the sky,
hoping that one of the other pilots
Tn his formation would see it.
Once this shot fired, "all hell broke
loose" and bullets came streaming
from all directions. He tried to
take cover behind a fallen tree, but
realized that his foot had lodged in
a hole in the rock when he landed.
With no means of escape or
defense, he threw his hands up in
surrender.
The shooting did not stop after
ihis gesture. He was hit on the left
side of his chin and fell to the

ground.
He was captured, tied up and
shown to the peasants in the local
village as a trophy. The militia
turned him over to the North
Vietnamese military. His captors
brought him to a former French
prison where he was tortured 24
hours a day, for five days. His interrogators asked questions about
future bombing targets. At the end
of three days, their efforts left him
unable to walk, stand, use- his
hands or feet, or even sit in a chair.
He did not regain the ability to
walk for 18 months.
Although Col. Austin endured
severe physical and mental
anguish, he did not release any
information relevant to the U.S.
campaign in Vietnam. He credits
this loyalty to his patriotism and
extensive training regarding
interrogation tactics. The military
authorized him to release only
name, rank, serial number, and
date of birth. Following the initial
interrogation, he was subjected to
monthly "attitude checks." The
aims of these meetings were to
force prisoners to commit treason
against God or country.
In one such confrontation, the
young interrogator asked Austin,

William
Funchess

3t

Amii Corbisiero
staff writer
On November . 4, 1950
Lieutenant William Funchess
found himself and his platoon
outnumbered 10,000 to 50. The
Chinese army had carried out a
surprise attack from the rear.
Just two years after his graduation from Clemson, Funchess
was now in Korea, his hands tied
with field telephone wire and a
bullet wound in his foot.
Funchess now knew that he was
being taken as a prisoner of war.
After graduation he enlisted
in the Army and was originally
stationed at Fort Jackson State
and was latersent to Japan. He
was called to Korea from
Japan when the Korean War
started and his platoon was
one of the first to arrive.
"I will never forget
November 4. It was the most
fateful day of my life,"
Funchess recalls. On the day
of the capture Funchess
remembers seeing a United
States liaison plane flying
overhead and afterward, he
was captured.
While waiting on the
ground he used his mess kit (a
shiny tin container used to store
rations) to reflect sunlight so that
the plane could see that there was
something going on below.
The next day along the march,
American jets came overhead
and fired on the. front and rear of
the formation that the captives
were arranged. Funchess believes
that the liaison plane had seen
his signal the day before and that
the attempt was to hit as many of
the Chinese (who were usually
leading in the front and in the
rear) as possible.
In htejsummer uniform and

wearing only one boot, Funchess
and the rest of the captives started their march north through the
mountains in the snow. Along the
way, there were some that fell
behind and were killed by the
Chinese, but Funchess had
already decided that "no matter
how much my foot hurt, I was
going
t o

keep
walking,
even if my foot fell off."
The way was rough and
treacherous," Funchess remembers, "and was it was very hard to
keep footing, especially for the
men that were injured. I must
have fallen a thousand times,
because by the time we got to the
schoolhouse my knees and
elbows were bloody."

"How is it that the U.S. is at war,
but its people protest it?"
Austin replied, "That is the
freedom we fight for ... What
would happen if you disagreed
with your leaders?"
"I would be re-educated."
The interview ended shortly
after that.
In the months and years that
followed, he was moved between
prisons with names such as,
"Heartbreak Hotel," "The Zoo,"
and "Camp Faith." His cells
averaged 18 x 22 feet. At
time, he was the only occupant of the cell and other
times he shared it with
eight other men.
During the times that
he was held with other
men, they often discussed
plans for escape. They were
unaware of any successful
escape mission. Hanoi was
both heavily populated and
300 miles from "friendly territory."
According to Austin, since
there was "no chance of success
in escape, [the POWs] didn't have
a whole lot of other options" than
to keep hope that their country
and families would continue to
fight to bring them home. Those
that did not maintain hope slowly
went insane until they were no
longer able to care for themselves.
On April 17, 1972, the U.S.
bombed Hanoi. Col. Austin was
moved to a location 600 yards
from the Chinese border along
with 208 other servicemen. The
Vietnamese Premier used the men
as his last bargaining point in
negotiations. He tried to convince
the U.S. to withdraw forces and
Along the two-week march
north the prisoners passed
through villages where the villagers would turn out to beat the
Americans, throw stones and
"when they had nothing left to
throw, they would come and spit
in our faces," Funchess recalls.
The march led them to the
city of Pyoktong where a prison
camp was established. What
awaited the prisoners in the city
was a group of B26 U.S. airplanes
that bombed and destroyed the
city as soon as they arrived.
With, no camp to take the prisoners to, they were led to a river
valley not far from the city.
There, Funchess was thrown into
what was called the sick room for
all of the wounded POWs. This is
where Funchess thought he
would receive medical care for
his foot, which was now badly
infected. Instead, the sick room
was a dark, cold mud shack
with mud walls and floors
and 11 other people that
were wounded.
Twice a day the prisoners would be given a cup
of millet seed to eat and
nothing else. "I went
three months without
water, but there was
plenty of snow, so I just
ate snow to quench my
thirst," Funchess said.
While in the sick
room Funchess encountered men with extreme
frostbite and a man who
was driven insane due to
the conditions in which
he was held. With temperatures reaching 30 degrees
below zero, Funchess only
thought of two things while sitting in that cold and dark room:
keeping warm and getting something to eat.
The prisoners were moved
back to Pyoktong into the POW
camp. By this time, starvation,
disease and respiratory problems
began to take their toll.
From this time forward there
was always a pile about 20 yards
long and three feet high of dead
American bodies that sat in the
camp. That first winter 1300 peo-
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pay for damages caused in the war.
President Nixon refused and sent a
second wave of bombings until
this final group of POWs was
released. Five thousand members
of the Upstate community greeted

Austin
when he arrived at the GreenvilleSpartanburg airport. He and his
wife, Myrtle, traveled to his hometown of Simpsonville, S,C, with
armed escort.
Col. And Mrs. Austin had been
married for seven years at his date
of capture. He was posted as missing for two years until she received
confirmation that he was captured. Determined to "do something about it," she raised awareple died.
In the camp, the Communist
propaganda campaign started.
For at least six hours a day, the
POWs would srt atwHisten to a
high ranking Chinese official
talk about communism and
sometimes the POWs would even
be woken at night so that the
talks could continue. After eight
months in this camp Funchess
and other officers were moved to
a more intense Communist program facility.
At this time, Funchess came
down with beri-beri (from a lack
of vitamins and minerals), night
blindness and body lice.
Finally the war ended and
there was to be a prisoner of war
exchange for 60 days. After the
60 days Funchess was still left in
the camp. He began to worry
about when he was going to get
out, especially after being told
that he was being held not as a
POW, but as a war criminal.
The very next day he was put
in a truck by himself and taken
into the woods to a small footpath.
He was told to follow the path
and not to step off or he would be
killed.
That path fed him to safety on
September 6,1953. At the end of
the path there was an American
ambulance waiting to take him
home.
After he returned home,
Funchess came back to Clemson
University and worked for the
University extension service, an
off campus agricultural program
through Clemson and the government, for 15 years as an extension agent.
Under the GI Bill of Rights, he
got his Masters degree from the
University in 1960. Then in 1970
he was promoted to supervise
one-third of the state in extension services and was an associate professor in Agronomy.
After his retirement in 1984,
Funchess still recalls that he
enjoyed every day of his work at
the University and believes that
his military experience at the
University as an undergraduate
helped him stay strong as a POW.
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ness about the plight of the POW
by participating in the POW
Wives Organization, appearing on
TV and radio shows, and by selling over seven thousand fundraising bracelets with the name
and shoot-down date of U.S. prisoners. When Austin was released,
he received over 500 bracelets in
the mail with his name etched
into the chrome.
The primary crusade for the
POWs on the home front was a
letter-writing campaign asking the Vietnamese Premier
to allow fair and lenient
treatment of American prisoners of war. Several cargo
plans full of letters were
sent. Austin believes that
the letters debunked the
Premier's theory that only
high-ranking U.S. officials
were out fighting the
Vietnam War to make a
profit. The handwritten letters emphasized the human
element of war. Soon after, the
prisoners' treatment and diet
improved - but not before Austin
dropped from a healthy 210
points to 130 pounds.
When he returned to the
States, he remained on active military duty as a fighter pilot. He
later
served
as
Deputy
Commander in both Louisiana
and South Carolina before returning to Clemson as the Head of the
Aerospace Studies Department.
He was the Commander of
AFROTC. In October 1998, he
retired, but remains active in
Clemson Corp, an organization
designed to promote ROTC and to
preserve Clemson's military heritage.

FANT
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conditions suddenly and treatment improved greatly. Prisoners
were given extra pieces of bread,
hot water, and allowed outside
their cells for short time periods in
order to get fresh air. They also
received additional clothing.
"From that point on it was 'live
and let live'," Fant said.
In 1971, while Fant was with 24
other POWs at Camp Unity, he
found out that Bill Austin, who
had played on the Clemson football team Fant helped manage,
was in the cell right next door to
him. "It was a good feeling. It was
like finding a brother I hadn't seen
in ten years," stated Fant.
He was released from Hanoi on
March 13,1973, after being in captivity for four years and eight
months. He married Becky at
Oceana Naval Air Station on
March 31 that same year.
"It was an adventure," Fant said
of the experience, "It is probably
the defining experience of my
life."
Fant went on to spend his professional career in the Navy. He
instructed Navy and Marine
Corps air crews in captivity survival skills. He wants to make sure
that the lessons they learned "at a
great price of pain and suffering
will not be relearned in future
conflicts."
It will be skills like these that
may be helpful as the current crisis enfolds. In dealing with the
current crisis, Fant believes that
some of the most important
responses are to show courage and
to keep faith during this battle
defending our freedom. He wrote,
"The values of honor, courage, and
commitment coupled with my,
faith in my God, country and fellow man enabled my survival and
return to this wonderful country.
These same values of honor,
courage,
and
commitment
through faith in God, country and
fellow man will see us as a united
people through this war."
photos courtesy of TAPS
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PAPA JOHMs
Clemson
501 College Ave.

GO
TIGERS!

653-PAPA
'M
(7272)
DINNER FOR TWO
One Large One Topping
and One Order of
Cheesesticks

Expires 10/31/01. Additional toppings extra. Tax not included. Valid in Clemson only.

One Large One Topping

$1.99

7

Two Large One Topping

$10.99

12

Expires 10/31/01. Additional toppings extra. Tax not included. Valid in Clemson only.

DELTA DELTA DELTA
Congratulates Its
New Members 2001
Ashley Allen
Laura Allen
Jennifer Armstrong
Emily Bland
Rachel Bourne
Sally Bozard
Martha Bratton
Anna Brennecke
Jessica Buchanan
Polly Burleson
Ann Mac Calloway
Blake Cannon
Joy Collins .
Frances Delaney
Mimi Dial
Darbie Dickert
Katie Gallagher
Harriet Gallivan
Beth Gillespie
Bethany Gillooly
Janie Gossett
Becca Heaton
Hay den Jeffords

Alexis Kaylor
Anne Kessler
Val Langley
Lindsey Lollis
Haley Lowry
Erin Mahoney
Kyle McElveen
Jennifer Money
Reagan Moseley
Alice Murr
Allison Nagle
Catherine Peacock
Whitney Perkins
Stacey Rockwell
Mary Beth Ross
Lauren Spears
Adrienne Steifle
Claire Stoneburner
Kristin Stouffer
Meghan Thalman
Ann Miller Welch
Merrill Weston
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Academic Support Center
offers help with studies
► Free tutoring available to
assist students.
JESSICA SWANN

staff writer
Everyone from freshmen to
graduate students may need academic help from time to time,
and a new service on campus, the
Academic Support Center (ACS),
has been developed to accommodate those needs.
"When the announcement
was made in June regarding
tuition increases for this academic year, President Barker included
in his remarks that a support
center would be established to
promote student academic success and retention of LIFE scholarship and other financial aid,"
explained Dr. Privette, the director of the Academic Support
Center.
Free tutoring has been
arranged for 21 courses in seven
different academic areas. A
Supplemental Instruction program has been established for
four sections of Math Science
106, because it is considered a
high-risk course. In this program,
a tutor is assigned to a specific
section of the class and attends
every meeting of the class to stay
updated on what that particular
section is covering. They then
provide three one-hour help sessions to facilitate the learning
process.
Unlike regular tutoring sessions that involve re-lecturing
the material, the Supplemental
Instruction program aims to
push students to become more
involved with teaching each
other, creating a more active
learning environment. Each of
these tutors and Supplemental
Instruction leaders must be faculty recommended and must

complete the proper training to students. This need for accessibility is also why all of the tutoraccept their paid positions.
The real measure of this new ing sessions are held in either
program's success is reflected in Martin or Daniel Hall, "where
the astonishing numbers indi- students will use it and want fo
cating its use. During its opening come to work," explains Page.
This new organization has
three-week
period,
tutors
received 99 visits, involving 6120 centralized all forms of tutoring
minutes of tutoring time, and on campus. The College »f
there were 221 visits to the Agriculture, Forestry, and Life
Support Institute. A schedule of Sciences has arranged for their
any of these sessions occurring tutoring programs to be handled
each day of the week can be through ASC. The Mathematifs
found under the "Tutoring Department works with the
Tonight"
section
on
the organization by extending the
Academic Support Center's web- times when these tutoring serpage
at
http://www.clem- vices are offered. Free tutoring
established with the student govson.edu/asc.
Another resource offered by ernment system is also accessed
the center are the Academic through the Support Center.
Skills Workshops. The first of They do remain separate, howevthese workshops, attended by er, from the tutoring services
500 to 600 people, was Keeping available for student-athletes
•
in Motion conducted by Kim through Vickery Hall.
The ASC currently provides
Alexander. Because of its more
"hands on" approach, the next academic aid in any area that is
workshop, Speed Reading, will needed. In the future, the
Academic Support Center hopes
have a limited enrollment.
There are future plans for a to create a Resource Library, and
workshop in Time Management they also hope to focus on needs
and
another
in
Stress for graduate students such as a
Management. According to centralized location for informaBonnie Page, interim executive tion on graduate school admisdirector of the ASC, there has sions and tests like the Graduate
been a strong interest among stu- Record Exam. This is not a rigid
*
dents to get involved in these organization.
skills workshops, and there has
The center's main goal is to
been great enthusiasm and cater to the needs of the students.
eagerness
for
involvement So if a tutor is not available for a
among the faculty and staff.
course needed, and if a student
"As a Mathematics Education can find two other students from
major, I was very excited about their class also seeking outside
the job opportunities that tutor- help, then a tutor will be hire^d
ing offered," commented sopho- specifically for that course by the
more Angela Caruso.
Academic Support Center.
The Academic Support Center
To get involved with the cenis currently housed in 321 ter as a tutor or to find additiouBrjMtett Hall, but plans are | al academic aid, visit them at 321
underway to move their offices I Brackett Hall, call their offices at
to a more permanent and cen- (864)656-6452, or check out
tralized location on campus ! their website http://www.denjmaking it more accessible for son.edu/asc.

MTV generation changed forever by events
► America's youth experience the tragedy of their
generation.
GEOFFREY RITTER

Daily Egyptian (Southern Illinois U.)
Everyone has been saying
we're in need of a revolution. Or
that's been the word on the street,
at least.
But Wes Van Hook isn't entirely convinced of that. Sure, the
MTV generation doesn't have the
causes its parents had to push,
doesn't have a Civil Rights
Movement or a war raging thousands of miles away. But that
may be for the best, he says.
Everyone seems to be happy.
There are good shows on television. And just maybe, Van Hook
says, we should count our blessings that there is no crusade to
fight.
"Why do we want to have
some cause?" asked Van Hook, a
Southern Illinois University
junior in administration of justice from Vienna, 111., as he stared
up at a television in the Student
Center Tuesday morning. "I think
it's nice that we haven't had anything to worry about."
He may have a point. But televisions aren't showing the same
things they did two weeks ago,
and people are no longer as worried about the same old things.
Sitcom reruns are being
replaced by talking heads and
exploding buildings; sport stadiums nationwide sit empty and
silent. And all the while, a country and its coming-of-age youth
are waking from a sleep that has
left us ignorant and numbed to
the world outside.

"It's true that there is more that the whole world is brought
apathy than there should be," I to us through the media and,
said Paul Simon, director of the ! after all, there is no longer m
Public Policy Institute and a for- world out there to conquer.
mer U.S. senator. "But no one's
Although student interest has
ever gone through what we have soared in the aftermath of last
in the past week. Does it take week's terrorist attacks, resulft
tragedy to bring people together from Tuesday's survey indicate
like this? Yes."
! that few students foresee any
And the extent to which long-term aftershocks.
recent tragedy has brought peoSo the question stands: will ari
ple together is something Simon event of this magnitude be
says hasn't been seen in decades. enough to bring an entire generation of Americans off the couch
and into the international arena*?
"Does it take tragedy to
While evidence from the past
bring people together like decade, most notably sparse
voter turnout, paints a contrary
this?"
picture, the efforts of the past
week create a more hopeful
PAUL SIMON
image.
Public Policy Institute Director
American flags now fly all
throughout Carbondale. At a
An unscientific Daily Egyptian blood drive. Thursday at the
poll of 100 students in the Recreation Center, more donors
Student Center Tuesday yielded showed up than the American
results that parallel national Red Cross had blood bags to fill.
trends: more students are keep- Greek organizations are out raising up on international news, ing money, and individual stuand a surprising number have dents are organizing efforts of
tried to help the current situa- national symbolism, such as the
tion in at least one way.
recent re-imagining of Mae
So finally, Generation X has Smith with the colors of red
been moved to action. But white and blue.
*
whether or not the spirit of revoAnd new ideas are showing up
lution will stay in the air remains every day, said Michael Perry,
to be seen.
president of Undergraduate
Student activism has long Student Government. He said its
been a mainstay on college cam- difficult to tell where this movepuses, from violent campus ment is going, but it may just be
protests in middle-age Paris to the calling this group of student^
American unrest with African has been waiting for.
apartheid in the late 1980s.
"This may be our cause," he
However, today's generation has said. "This may be the thing that
remained apathetic to such cur- we'll be remembered for." For th«
rent issues.
MTV generation, this week's
Van Hook asserts that much events will forever be rememof our apathy stems from the fact bered.
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Students encouraged to use Redfern's services
► Health center capabilities can serve most students
medical needs.
COURTENAY RYALS

staff writer

Although nearly every student
ki^ows where Redfern Health
Center is located on campus, few
are aware of the vast amount of
services that it provides to the
University. The Redfern Health
Center is fully accredited by the
Joint Commission Accreditation
of Healthcare Organizations.
Thousands of individual standards relating to patient care and
safety, staff insurance and environmental issues must be met for
ar» organization to be recognized
by the commission. The accreditation ensures the highest quality
of healthcare and eases the minds
of* the more than 200 students
who visit the center on a daily
basis.
Redfern employs four physicians, three nurse practitioners
and seven registered nurses. A
gynecologist is also available on
Thursday evenings, along with
several medical residents, to provide women's health services.
Students on campus have the
opportunity to assist the center
by serving on the Student Health
Advisory Committee, a group
that promotes the delivery of
quality healthcare. The committee serves as a liaison between
students and the health center.
Although making an appointment is encouraged, the clinic
also serves walk-in patients.
Generally, when a student calls
with a concern, the clinic is able
tcfschedule them for an appointment within the same day. After
hours, students can phone the
Nursewise hotline at 1-888-5251553, where a registered nurse is
available 24 hours a day to
answer questions and advise students about their healthcare
needs.
Among the most appreciated
specialties of Redfern is their
allergy clinic, where students can
receive allergy shots as needed.
Freshman Katie Casey, who
receives allergy shots on a weekly
bjsis, is pleased with the efficiency of the health center.
"Scheduling appointments at
Redfern is convenient because of
trie weekly appointment schedule that they have implemented,
making it easier to work around
your classes."
• Toward the beginning of every
year, the immunization department is also quite busy, as students hurry to get their required
iifimunizations and vaccinations

before the academic year begins.
Upper respiratory infections are
commonly treated, as well as
acute illnesses, ear infections,
coughs, colds and the flu.
Aside from simply diagnosing
the common cold and immunizing students, Refern Health
Center also performs x-ray and
1VP services to students. A radiologist comes in daily to review the
x-rays and provide an expert
opinion. In the event that a student is issued a prescription,
Redfern is also fully equipped
•with
its
own
pharmacy.
Pharmacists on staff can generally fill most prescriptions within a
few minutes. Over-the-counter
drugs are also available at the
center without a prescription.
Counseling and Psychological
Services (CAPS) provides students with services in a variety of
areas including depression, anxiety, eating disorders, stress and
relationship violence. CAPS offers
a walk-in clinic weekdays from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.. Walk-ins are
served on a first come, firstserved basis. Group counseling
sessions are also available, and
attendance at ten of these sessions is included in the student
health fee.
Bonnie Martin serves as the
director of the disabilities center,
a department of Redfern that
assists students with physical or
learning disabilities. Learning
disability testing can be arranged
so that the necessary documentation can be filed. Various methods
of assistance may include, but are
not limited to, note-taking help
for classes, books on tape, and
extra time on tests, if approved by
the professor of the course.
The
Health
Education
Department works to educate
students about the risks of smoking, drinking in excess, and
illegal drugs. On Campus Tafkmg
about Alcohol seeks to help students with addiction problems by
providing proper intervention.
The program is run by Peer
Health Educators, a group of 2025 students per semester who
elect to take a class for three hours
of credit that will teach them
intervention
techniques.
Expanded services for alcohol
and drug intervention have been
added to the program, as well as a
free smoking cessation program
implemented in last spring.
George Clay, Director of the
Redfern Health Center, is convinced that these programs can
be beneficial to the well being of
any student. "I would encourage
any students who are having difficulty to look into these programs. There are a variety of

The Tiger is looking for
writers and good news
stories.
If interested, call
The Tiger News
Department at
656-4006

D KALK/photo editor

SAY AHHH: Dr. William Griffith checks the ear of Jennifer Cordell, a language and international tradefreshman.
interventions available depending on the nature of the problem."
A supplementary accident and
sickness insurance plan is available through Redfern for students
who are not covered by their parents' insurance. Although the

health fee that students pay in
their tuition pays for professional
services such as doctor and counseling services, health insurance
assist the student in the event of
unforeseen
circumstances.
Charges for x-rays, lab work, and

pharmacological services are not
provided for in the insurance program, however, and must be paid
in full.
The Redfern Health Center is
open Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and can be
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Eating disorders becoming.
more common among men
KELLY MAXEY

The Daily Free Press (Boston U.)
Anorexia is a guy problem, too.
The Eating Disorders Council
of Long Island estimates that at
least one in 10 people with eating
disorders in the United States is a
man.
Medical health professionals
such as those at the Eating
Disorders Council believe more
cases exist, but that many go unnoticed and underreported.
"Males with anorexia saw themselves and were seen by others as
more feminine than other men,
both in attitudes and behavior,"
said Tom Shiltz of Rogers
Memorial
Hospital
in
Ocdnomowoc, Wis., who has compiled research on males with eating disorders.
The biological reasons associated with this behavioral femininity
have to do with hormones. When
the body is undernourished, it
shuts down certain functions to
conserve energy. Testosterone levels — the prime indicators of sexual attraction in men — are among
the first to be sacrificed.
Shiltz said that some homosexual males often subconsciously
perpetuate their eating disorders in
order to suppress their sexual drives.
"It may be that by reducing
their sexual drive through starvation, patients can temporarily
resolve their sexual conflicts," he
said.
Various authors have claimed
that half the population of men
with eating problems said they
experienced conflict regarding

-

their homosexual urges immediately prior to the onset of the eating disorder.
The International Journal of
Eating Disorders reported that
male athletes are another category
of men particularly susceptible to
eating disorders. Sports often
require them to maintain a certain
weight. Wrestlers, gymnasts, ice
skaters, jockeys, body builders and
dancers are all encouraged to lose
weight to improve their athletic
performance.
For most athletes, restricting
their food intake is a necessary sacrifice. The psychological effects
associated with the illness are
what often define the weight loss
as an eating disorder. These effects
include feeling fat even though the
individual is already unhealthily
thin.
There is also a new category of
eating disorders among men called
reverse anorexia. Men who suffer
from this disorder often perceive
themselves as physically inadequate, even when they may be
muscularly built. The individual
abuses steroids and spends countless hours in the gym in an exhaustive effort to obtain the ideal Vshaped "masculine" physique.
Shiltz said anorexic and bulimic men share common personality
traits.
"Men with eating disorders tend
to have dependent, avoidance, passive-aggressive personality styles,
and to have experienced negative
reactions to their bodies from peers
while growing up," he said.
"They reported being the last
ones chosen for athletic teams and
often cited being teased about their

ij&M

College of Agriculture,
Forestry & Life
Sciences

Career Fair 2001
Thursday, Sept. 27 ; 9AM-3PM
2nd Floor Hendrix Student Center
For more information call Kim Erwin at 656-5727 or
visit our Website at: http://virtual.elemson.edU/groups/CAFLS//eareers2.htm

This years CAFLS Career Fair will be
held in conjunction with the

Graduate School Fair 2001
Sponsored by the Michelin® Career Center
1 0 A \ 4 4P\ ^
2nd Floor Hendrix Center
lUAM^l M
. Meeting Rooms A&B
For More Information visit our Website at: http://eareer.elemson.edu/grad_lair/

bodies."
The Association for Anorexia
Nervosa and Associated Disorders
also cites some risk factors for
developing a disorder. Those'
include low self-esteem, perfectionism and passivity.
•
The association said people
who are suffering from an eating
disorder tend to alter their entire
personality. Those who are usualfy
outgoing tend to socially isolate
themselves in order to avoid social
eating situations. Those who are
usually happy and easy-going can
become irritable and obsessive.
These personality changes can
be triggered by different lifp
changes.
"Precipitating events of male
anorexia nervosa include overwhelming stress such as divorcg,
children leaving for college,
increased job responsibility and a
family member who becomes seriously ill," said Barton Blinder, «
specialist in eating disorders.
Contrary to popular belief, eating disorders are not only about
food and weight. The Eating
Disorders Council of Long Island
reported that a food or exercise disorder is a coping mechanism.
"Eating disorder sufferei*
process pain in their bodies instead
of through awareness and direct
expression of feelings. They often
have difficulty getting their needs
met, negotiating change, and setting appropriate boundaries," the
council said.
Instead of concentrating on the
lack of control they feel over their
own lives, eating disorder sufferers
suppress their feelings and replace
them with thoughts about food
and exercise. They "say" with their
bodies what they cannot effectively express with words.
•
While there is no concrete
proof of the causes of any eating
disorders,
several
medical
researchers have proposed theories
regarding the reasons both men
and women suffer from problems
with food.
In her article "Sex Roles: A
Journal of Research," Amy Malkin
suggests that increased media messages regarding diet, exercise and
body image affect both genders. •
In their book, Male Body Image,
the two researchers found that
women's magazines tend to focus
on weight reduction, while men?
magazines concentrate on overall
shape. But both sexes ultimately
receive the same message: you have
to look a certain way if you want to
be accepted.
The effects of eating disorders
are numerous. In the endless pur^
suit of thinness, most eating disordered males, much like their
female counterparts, don't even
realize the damage they are doing
— whether they are over-exercising
to compensate for what they have
eaten, binging and purging, or
starving themselves.
•
According to the Eating
Disorders of Long Island, the physical effects of eating disorders
range from hair loss, ruptured?
stomachs, and ulcers, to osteoporosis, and kidney, heart and lung failure.
Treatment of eating disorders i?
a lengthy process that involves
cooperation among a number of
medical professionals, including
doctors, psychologists, and nutritional counselors. Each professional plays a significant role in the
successful treatment of the indi^
vidual.
Medical doctors monitor the
patient's physical health, while
nutritionists assist the individual
in developing normal eating habits
and reaching and maintaining a
healthy weight. Psychologists help
the patient to resolve the emotion*
al problems that contributed to the
develop ment of the disorder.
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available for those who are trying
to find some guidance in their
academic life. In addition to
career counseling, the Career
Center is eager to announce an
exciting advancement in its
career services.
Dr. Jeffery Powell, Executive
Director of the Career Center,
enthusiastically announced that
beginning in January 2002, the
Center will no longer charge for
career counseling.
Also, the
Center is converting to the DISCOVER system, a well-known
computer career guidance program.
The changes are being implemented in response to the rising
tuition costs and will hopefully
provide students with even more
tools for career and major development.
While the Center provides several services to students, a common misconception is that their
assistance is just for those about-to
graduate. RiJey. stresses the fact
that the Career Center's services
are not just for seniors.
She emphasizes that the
Center provides services for all
levels of education and early
preparation can be the key to
future success. Powell also stated,
"the job expectations are not like
they were a year ago.
Students have got to get in
there earlier and grab the bull by
the horns." The Career Center
provides students with this
opportunity to start early and distinguish themselves from the
competition.
"There will never be more help
available than now to students,"
Powell pointed out. It is simply up
to students to take advantage of
all the services available to them
and utilize this readily available
resource.
Those who are interested in
visiting the Michelin Career
Center, can stop by the Hendrix
Center on the third floor or you
can receive more information
about the upcoming Career Fair
or career services by contacting
the Center at 656-6000 or check
the web page, http://career.clemson.edu.

FROM PAGE 1

mation they are often presented.
Next week, the Career Center is
preparing students to take part in
its annual Career Expo and
Internship Fair on September 25
and 26.
The event will take place on
the second floor of the Hendrix
Center and will include different
companies in attendance each
day. Sponsored by the Career
Center, Student Government,
Delta Sigma Pi and the National
Society of Black Engineers, the
fair is a terrific opportunity for
students to informally interview
with prospective employers and
gain knowledge about a variety of
national companies in which
they might be interested.
"All students need to look at
this," stressed Flora Riley, Director
of the Career Center. "It is important to note that the fair is not just
for those looking for full time
work, it's for internships too. Even
if you're not sure what you want
to do come by and talk with
employers."
In addition to the Career Expo,
a separate Career Fair for the
College of Agriculture, Forestry,
and Life Sciences as well as a
Graduate School Fair will be on
September 27 in the Hendrix
Student Center from 9 a.m-3 p.m.
While the upcoming job expos
are the Career Center's current
focus, it is important to note that
the expos are just a small part of
what the center has to offer.
The Career Center knows that
it takes a large commitment to
plan for future employment and
tries to equip students with a variety of tools to make the process
less daunting. In preparation for
the upcoming events, students
may find it helpful to browse
through the center's extensive
library to find information about
the various attending companies.
Researching a company can
help a student prepare for possible
interviews and can set a good
impression
for
prospective
employers. Counseling on college
majors and career direction is also
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Most people believe that this
event, as horrible as it was, will
pull the nation together.
University Police Chief Lonnie
Saxon believes, "It all depends on
how we go about it. The nation
must be together."
Barker echoes that thought,
saying, "We need to take it one
step at a time".
Kosick thinks, "It has caused
an increase in spiritualism and
patriotism."
Everyone has been asking
what he or she can do to help the
relief effort in New York a.nd
Washington, -D.G. Blood- drives
have been put off for the time
being due to the relatively short
shelf life of donated blood. When
the call is sent out for blood,
many University students like
Kosick and Allison Mahony, a
senior, will be there to answer.
Mimms is trying to get
addresses of victims in the troubled areas in order to send care
packages.
The American Red Cross and
other organizations have already
made the nation aware of some
things that are needed. The list
includes blankets, shoe insoles,
jackets, and miscellaneous nonperishable food items that are
ready to eat.
Barker and Saxon are both
proud of the student body for acting so maturely during the past
week. Saxon believes, "Security
will improve in a hurry. But the
level of fear will go down."
Others are worried about prejudice
coming
into
play.
Especially when the U.S. decides
to strike. Mahony stated, "
Internal prejudice will decrease,
but it will become more toward
outside countries."
However, citizens of every
country have made it clear that
they would rather see it decrease
all together. Much of the world
has come behind the U.S. to give
support,
as
have
many
Americans, be they military officers, police, doctors, fire fighters,
clergy, or good citizens.

Golden Key
International Honour Society
Are you interested in
becoming a member of Golden
Key? Juniors & seniors with a
cumqlitive GPA of 3.4 or
higher are eligible.
Please visit our information
tables on September 26&27
in the Union Loggia from
10am-2pm. If you have any
questions email
gknhs@clemson.edu.

Where has your
HgerStrip^
one?
i .yis

Sorry Ftdo!
We are only hiring:
Electrical Computer and
Computer Science Engineers

^fr3fc£

But we like
your grasp
on technology.

to tlie l i§er l
Online Card Office
to find out at
VJO
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.»>$$&£ available at the Hger I
-OnUne Card Office is the ability to
view your current balance, view
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MaMimmi* ^sa or Discover.
¥KU oyr booth at the Career two on September 25. 2001.
www.HarrH>Coni
M

m
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Web Statements are also available
monthly. Ptew your $&&&&&
and PAW Points transaction history
up to six months back.
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HELPWANTED

FORRENT

I NEED A JOB? CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
OUTDOOR LAB
needs student maintenance support starting
I immediately. Inside and
16utside work. Excellent
pay and flexible hours.
Call Lamar Arthur at
646-5895.

CHECK US OUT:
EFFICIENCY APTS,
ADJACENT TO CAMPUS, LEASING BY
SEMESTER OR YEAR
AT MODERATE
RENTS IN CLEMSON;
ALSO INDIVIDUAL
AND SPECIAL LEASES. CLEAN, MODERN,
QUIET, AND PRIVATE.
CALL DON (OLD
MAN) FELDMAN
654-5483

| Former Clemson graduate creates an instant
online cash machine
with a simple two-page
web site. Discover how
you can earn extra
money by following his
example.
www.2PageWebSite.com

Great Food, Great
| Jobs, Great Outdoors!
^Clemson University
Outdoor Lab seeking
motivated persons to
work in support food
service positions.
Excellent pay and flexible schedule. Contact
Jim Domanico at 6457502.

Apartments for rent
1 & 2 bedrooms
Burton Properties MGT

654-1130, 653-7717 or
653-5506
For rent: Rustic cabin
15 miles from Clemson
quaint with charm
stove and refridgerator
furnished
$295/month
small deposit
Available October 1
call 882-6578
House in Clemson
4 BR 2 Bath
new kitchen
fenced backyard
pets allowed
central heat and air
available now

call 444-7650

Apartments and
Townhomes for Rent
Close to campus
2 BR 1.5 Bath
very clean
and spacious
washer and dryer connection
water and sewer inc.
Rent $450 & up
Call Porter Real Estate
882-0220 or 882-3792
Apartment for Sublet
in Central
Just minutes from
Clemson at Cross
Creek Apartments
2 BR 2 Bath
through May 2002
$635/month
call 639-4074
Clemson
Games/Vacation:
Large house on
Lake Keowee
4BR 4Bath
Private Boat Dock
Boat Rental
Beautiful View, No Pets
No Smoking
Call 864-675-0580
Room for rent in
Clemson
■ $275/month
call 444-7650

SEPTEMBER

FORSALE

TRAVEL

'92 VW Cabriolet
blue with white top
fully loaded
good condition
CD player
leather interior

#1 Spring Break
Vacations Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas
& Florida
Book early and get a
free meal plan.
Now hiring Campus
Reps. 1-800-234-7007

101K miles $4995
• 653-5636
Ludwig Vistalite Drum
Kit 1970's vintage, clear
6 piece.
Includes cymbal and
hi-hat stands.
Sorry, no cymbals.
Only $575 Must sell!

Please call 710-5796

MISCELLANEOUS
Be your own boss!
Unlimited income
potential marketing a
service everyone
needs. Low start up
costs. Call today!
Brad Eaton, independent associate, (864)
616-7056
Looking to earn money
for your organization
or yourself?
Try Fund-U, a no cost
fund raising program
that's easy and reliable.
Call 1-866-48FUND-U
or visit www.fund-u.com

endlesssummertours.com

Spring Break 2002!!!
Student Express is now
hiring sales reps.
Cancun features FREE
meals and parties @
Fat Tuesdays-MTV
Beach Headquarters.
Acapulco, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, Bahamas,
South Padre, Florida.
Prices from $469, with
Major Airlines. 24,000
travelers in 2001. Call
800-787-3787 for a
FREE brochure or

21,2001

ACT NOW! Guarantee
the best SPRING
BREAK PRICES!
South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida &
Mardigras. Reps needed...travel free, earn
$$$. GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+ 800838-8203 www.leisuretours.com

Cancun
Jamaica ,
Bahamas'
Florida

email bookit@studentexpress.com www.studentexpress.com
Promote Trips of Clemson
Earn Cash and Go Free
Cod for details!"

TRAVEL
SERVICES
Information and reservations

1-800-648-4849
www5tstravel.com

tJL.
Discover the Power of Love within you
that removes the source of all disharmony.
Learn how to connect with the Creative Principle
of the inner Light and Sound,
which can bring practical help and peace
to ourselves and to a troubled world.
This method of meditation is simple, effective,
and beneficial for persons of ail faiths.

Free of Charge
Wednesday, September 26
Clemson House
6:30-9:30 p.m.
Saturday, September 29
Greenville Public Library
1:30-4:30 p.m.
' b» authorized representatives
»f Sim "fiufor Singh

—
snow Thyself
as Saul Foundation Southeast,
I un organization,
as a Ikv public sertrkt

for information, call
1-877-MEDITATE
Web: www. I -877-meditate.com
Email: mfo@i-877-meditatc.com
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ON THE AIR

WSBF

[

mmi

88.1
f
m
on your radio dial
http://wsbf.clemson.edu

September 21September 28

____^___
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

monday

tuesday

Wednesday

thursday

11 AM - KATIE
JONES AND
ELIZABETH
GOUDELOCK

5 PM - "WOLFMAN"
PLAYS HITS OF THE
50S AND 60S

3 PM - MATT BARR
AND RORY RILEY

9 AM - NILANKA
SENEVIRATNE

1 AM - BRIAN
BUCKLEY

1 AM - ROB MOTHER

1 AM-CODY
CHANCE

5 PM - RYAN
PHILLIPS

11 AM - NATHAN
KRIEG

9 AM - JANELLE
LIPSCOMB

1 PM - BRYAN K.
SMITH

1 PM - BRIAN
BUCKLEY

7 PM - "THE
PROTOGRESSIVE
SHOW" WITH JOE
DELLA FERRA

1 PM - LEE
SCHNEIDER

H AM - WILL BETZ

3 PM - THOMY
GIBBONS

3 PM - JOEY
MCGUINESS

5 PM - TIM FUCHS

5 PM - JEREMY
COOK AND MARC
ALEXANDER

1 PM - NICK
MAGANINI
3 PM - MIKE
SIMMONS

7 PM - MIKE
BONEY
9 PM - JACK
BERNO

9 PM - AMA
WERTZ AND ADAM
SNIDER

5 PM - BRANDON
MORGAN
7 PM - "FRIDAYZ"
WITH JEFF KING,
MIKE BONEY, AND
JACK BERNO

11 PM - JAMAAL
COLLINS - REGGAE

3 PM - BOBBY
CONGDON
5 PM - "DESI X
MASALA" , BLEND
OF INDO-PAK
MUSIC WITH TARIQ
AND ABID
6 PM-TALK SHOW
7 PM - "MELLOW
MOODS ROOTS
MUSIC: BOOGIE
DOWN SWAMP DIP"
WITH CAPTAIN DON
MORGAN, THE
BLUESMAN

* ALL SHOWS RUN
FOR 2 HOURS
UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

9 PM - MATT
CRISLER

1 PM - RYAN
FINNIE
3 PM - ERIC
RODGERS
5 PM - TODD
CANTRELL
7 PM - "NASTY
HABITS" WITH
KYLE WINSLOW HARDCORE
9 PM - "THE WILD
SIDE" WITH RICK
MCBRIDE - ROCK 'N
ROLL
H PM - PATRICK
MILLS

7 PM - ROTATING
SPECIALTY SHOW ,
"DINNER WITH
CHARLES MANSON"
HOSTED BY JOEY
MCGUINESS
9 PM"CRUNCHY'S
REVENGE"
BACKPORCH HIPPIE, BLUEGRASS,
AND FOLK WITH
RYAN ORENDORF
AND THOMPSON
MEFFORD

"■■

7 PM - "FIGHTING
GOLIATH" WITH
PHIL TOWNSEND
AND NATE
CARBAUGH
9 PM - BROOKE
MARSH
H PM - MIKE
TREHY
ifa

11 PM - LINDSAY
WHITESIDE

11PM-JEFF AND
MATT SIMPSON

clemson cable
network
http://ccn.clemson.edu
channel 10

September 21September 28.

Telephone: 656-1226
E-mail: ccnlliclemsan.edu

Friday

12:00 AM- CU UPLATE

Saturday

Sunday

monday

12:00 AM - CCN
UPLATE

12:00 AM -CU UPLATE

12:00 AM - CU
UPLATE

1:00AM -HOWLING
3:00 AM
1:00 AM - NEXT FRIDAY
3:00 AM -15 MINUTES

-NEXT FRIDAY

1:00 AM -PRODUCERS
3:00AM -BLOW

12:00 AM-CU UPLATE

12:00 AM - CU UPLATE

12:00 AM - CU UPLATE

1:00 AM-BLAIR WITCH 2

1:00- BLOW

1:00 AM - PROOF

3:00 AM-MONKEY BONE

3:00 AM - PRODUCERS

3:00 AM - ME, MYSELF,
& IRENE

5:00 AM - ALL OVER ME

5:00 AM-DR. T & THE
WOMEN

5:00AM -PRODUCERS

9:00 AM -15 MINUTES

5:00 AM - BLOW

8:00 AM-15 MINUTES

7:00 AM - 15 MINUTES

11:00 AM - SAY IT ISN'T
SO

7:00 AM - NINTH
GRADE

10:00 AM-CCN RADIO
SPOT

1:00 PM - MONKEY
BONE

10:00 AM -15 MINUTES

11:00 AM-HOWLING
1:00 PM-FREQUENCY

3:00 PM - CCN RADIO
SPOT

12:00 PM- CCN
RADIO SPOT

3:00 PM-CCN RADIO
SPOT

2:00 PM - PRODUCERS

5:00 PM-FRIDAY

9:00AM -FRIDAY

7:00 AM-NINTH GATE

5:00 AM - BEDAZZLED

10:00 AM-PRODUCERS

1:00 PM - SAY IT
ISN'T SO

5:00 PM - NEXT FRIDAY

12:00 PM-CCN RADIO
SPOT

3:00 PM - CCN
RADIO SPOT

7:00 PM - CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

2:00 PM-FRIDAY

5:00 PM - ME,
MYSELF. & IRENE

9:00 PM -DR. T & THE
WOMEN

9:00 PM-DR. T & THE
WOMEN

thursday

3:00 AM - SAY IT
ISN'T SO

11:00AM -MONKEY
BONE

7:00 PM-CCN
ORIGINAL

Wednesday

7:00AM -HOWLING

5:00 AM-MONKEY
BONE

4:00 PM-FOOTBALL
SPECIAL:1992 CLEMSON ysyyA__

1:00 AM - NEXT FRIDAY

tuesday

7:00 PM - CCN
ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS
9:00 PM - NINTH
GRADE

4:00PM -CCN
RADIO SPOT

5:00 PM - BLOW
7:00 PM - CCN
ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS
9:00 PM - LOVE &
BASKETBALL

7:00 PM-CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS
9:00 PM-DR. T & THE
WOMEN

7:00 AM - LOVE & BASKETBALL
10:00 AM - NEXT FRIDAY
12:00 PM - CCN RADIO
SPOT

5:00 AM - LOVE & BASKETBALL
8:00 AM - FRIDAY
10:00 AM - CCN RADIO
SPOT
11:00 AM - NEXT FRIDAY

2:00 PM - SAY IT IS'NT
SO

1:00 PM -15 MINUTES

4:00 PM - CCN RADIO
SPOT

3:00 PM - CCN RADIO
SPOT

5:00 PM-BLAIR WITCH 2

5:00 PM - HOWLING

7:00 PM-CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

7:00 PM - CCN ORIGINAL
PRODUCTIONS

9:00PM -MAGNOLIA

9:00 PM - THE NINTH
GRADE

PAGE
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my bunk was below where they
catapulted the planes, so the first
morning I got to sleep in, they catapulted the plane off while I was in
my bunk and it knocked me out of
it. I though we had been torpedoed."
But there were some dark times.
One afternoon, Hunter had a
dream that his roommate, who
played football for Southern
California, had burned. Then the
next day, Hunter watched as his
friend's plane spun in and burned.
He also lost some fellow teammates.
The first was Harry Franklin,
Ivho was a wingback. At the time
they thought the new stadium
would be named Franklin Field,
but when so many men did not
come home, they decided on
Memorial Stadium.
Other players were maimed and

couldn't return to play football, and
some just didn't want to play after
the war. Others, like Butch Butler,
could not seem to stay away from
the game.
Butler was drafted into the
army early and sent to Fort
Jackson. His commanding officer
was a Clemson man, who got
together with Coach Howard and
the two worked out a deal. On the
weekends, Butler was issued a pass
to come back to Clemson and play
football.
The Tigers had many heroes.
Jack Stacey was a young infantry
officer and collected a couple of
medals, but was shot in the legs by
German machine guns in Europe
at the Battle of the Bulge. Right end
Chip Clark also earned honors.
Another Clemson man, Charlie
Chisholm was riding the train in
France on the way to the Battle of
the Bulge. The train stopped, and
the Chisholm, along with another

man were told the stop would be for
a half hour. It was cold, so they left
to go get some wine, and when they
returned the train was pulling off.
"They dropped the wine and
started running after the train,"
Hunter said. "What this amounts to
is desertion in the face of the
enemy. They took their side arms
and stopped the next train and told
the engineer to catch that train in
front, and they caught it a day later.
He made it to the battle, but got
shot."
Chisholm was lucky. Many lives
were lost. Hunter's squadron officer
was killed, and Hunter, being the
assistant, had to take his place.
"I was sitting in the intelligence
office in the bow of the carrier
thinking about life, and how brief it
is. I started thinking about a lie I
had told Coach Howard. At the
closing of football practice you had
to weigh in and weigh out, and I
had a large frame. I fluctuated
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between 168-172, but I would sign
in every day at 185," Hunter said.
"I wrote Coach Howard from the
middle of the Pacific and 1 told him
I never weighed 185," said Hunter.
"As soon as he saw me when I got
back he said, 'You thought you were
going to get killed out there didn't
you? You didn't want to go to your
death with that lie on you soul, isn't
that right?' He was delighted with
it, because he felt like he caught me
with something."
Hunter played football under
Howard, was his team's physician
for a time, and even served as his
doctor. Hunter was also with him
when he died.
"The guy was brilliant, and he
played the dumb country bumpkin
and he was the bashful Baron for
Barlow Ben," Hunter said. "It was a
game he played. The man was an
honor student in mathematics
from the University of Alabama."
Howard
also
encouraged
Hunter to pursue a career in medicine.
As a freshman, Hunter was an
electrical engineer, but during the
war he was inadvertently thrown
into a flight surgeons' school to be
refreshed. Having never studied
medicine, the commander did not
like him much. Upon taking the
exams, Hunter scored in the top
third, and the commander was
impressed.
"When I got back to Clemson, I
went over and saw Coach Howard
and I told him I had just signed up
at the registrar's offices as a coach,"
Hunter said. "He told me I could do
better than that. He asked me if I
had thought of anything else, and I
said medicine. He told me to get
back there and sign up for premed."
It was five o'clock at the time, so
Hunter had to hurry. When he got
to the office it was closed, but he
tapped on the door and Gertrude
Bailey, who worked there at the
time let him in. At 5:05 p.m.
Hunter's whole life changed.
Hunter has delivered thousands
of babies in the Clemson area, and
has never regretted the decision he
made that day.

WYNNE PARRY

DailyUtah Chronicle (U; Utah.)

We're not like every
other high-tech company.
We're hiring.
No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding
your first job. Of course, it s stil! possible to get the high-tech work
you want by joining the U.S. Air Force. You can leverage your degree
immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most
sophisticated technology on earth. To find out how to get your career off
the ground, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com.

U.S. AIR FORCE

He also doesn't regret the day in
1942 when he met a 51" Delta
Airline stewardess named Jane that
he felt resembled Greta Garbo.
"She sent word by a mutual
friend that I didn't like her very
much, and she was concerned
about why I hadn't kissed her,"
Hunter said. "I thought, 'My God
this is a fast woman,' and I had
never kissed a girl but I decided I
would show her."
"After I kissed her I realized this
leads to having children, so I asked
her how may children she wanted
to have. I think this kind of took her
aback, I don't think she had ever
kissed anybody for the first time
and then had them asked her how
many children she wanted to have.
I told her I wanted six, and she said
that was what she wanted."
The couple has six children, five
the natural way, and one adopted
grandson that they are raising as
their own. Hunter has 10 grandchildren, who often fight over his
four seats on the 50-yard line.
Jane Hunter was also picked as a
homecoming sponsor in 1954. She
put on a fur coat and sat on the
back of a convertible and they
drove her around the field in the
pouring rain. She was four months
pregnant at the time and battled a
cold for the rest of her pregnancy.
"I've often wondered why I continued in football," Hunter said.
"But the sport gave me discipline
and confidence, and I couldn't have
gone to college without it."
Today Hunter spends a lot of
time as chairman of the Calhoun
Lecture Series and was responsible
for getting Barbara Bush to come
speak last year.
He grows award winning flowers, and writes a weekly column in
the Sunday edition of the Anderson
Independent. He has been
President of the South Carolina
Medical Association, and been
named a distinguished alumnus of
Clemson and MUSC He still continues to practice medicine.
"My wife tells me I've done
everything I've ever wanted to do,
and in a way that is true," Hunter
said.

Olympics anticipate protesters
0

VJL fmtiM and Trade*** dice
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Politics and the Olympics are
indivisible.. But their entanglement in 2002 appeared more
foreboding in light of last week's
terrorist attacks.
In
response,
potential
Olympic protestors emphasized
the distinction between peaceful,
legal protest and terrorism at a
public forum held Friday
evening in the Marriott Library.
It's like comparing apples and
oranges, said Glenn Bailey, a
speaker and the executive director of Crossroads Urban Center.
Last week, Bailey heard the
president refer to the United
States as a "beacon of freedom."
"I totally agree," he said. "Yes,
we do need to fight for that freedom."
And when they arrive in
2002, the Games will be an ideal
platform to draw attention to
child welfare, poverty, the environment or any of a rainbow of
issues.
About two weeks ago, Amy
Hines, a member of the Student
Green Party, requested space to
stage a protest near Carlson Hall
in February.
Protesters hope to use the site
to condemn the Olympics' corporatization by staging a mock
torch run.
The torch bearer will be
weighed down with name-brand
shoes, soft drinks, fast food and
other products.
"Nobody has any idea of the
process to do this, because we're
the first group to apply for a permit," she said.
The Student Green Party's
plans are interwoven with those
of the Utah Citizen Activist

Network, a coalition of independent local groups. Both organizations sponsored Friday's forum.
This winter the Salt Lake
Organizing Committee will
assume control of parts of the
campus, however, throwing a few
kinks into the process that
administrators have yet to
straighten out, according to
Gwen Springmeyer, the associate
director
of
Olympic
Coordination.
■ "I cannot imagine a scenario
when someone will be told no,
unless it's a safety issue," she said.
Pete van der Have, chairman
of the Olympic Operations
Committee, does not believe the
process should change much.
"The Olympics are just another event," he said.
Despite the delay, Hines feels
the University has been responsive.
"I feel that this will be a lot
smoother process than in the
city," Hines said. "They're actually showing interest in letting
people express their First
Amendment rights."
She expressed frustration
with the heavy restrictions
placed on protest areas in Salt
Lake City. Because of the constraints and the city's unresponsiveness, the American Civil
Liberties Union has become
involved, she said.
While recent events may not
have cast protests in the friendliest light, local culture has never
welcomed them anyway.
"The Olympics have posted a
great big target on Salt Lake
City," said Steve Pace, director of
Utahans for Responsible Public
Spending. "And SLOCs security
Clans are woefully inadequate,"
e said.
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PETE IORIZZON

Daily Orange (Syracuse U.)

■Clemson Blvd. At 1-85
Near Cracker Barrel & Outback

222-3808

NEW LOW PRICES!
STUDENT PftlCE wtiWi&yig $4.50
Monty Python and the Holy Grail"

(PG)

Sum

mCatch

12:35-2:45-(5:00)-7:15-9:30

1:15-3:15-(5i15)-7:15-9:20

Hardball

(PG-13)
12:25-2:35-(4:45)-7:05-9:25

The Glass House*

(PG-13)
12:45-3:00-(5:15)-7-.30-9:40

The Musketeer
(PG-13)
12:30-2:40-(4:50)-7:10-9:25

Rock Star

American Outlaws
1:10-3:15-(5:20)-7:25-9:30

Rat Race

(PG-13)
12:25-2:40-(5:00)-7:15-9:35

American Pie 2

(R)
1:25-3:30-l5:35)-7:40-9:45

The(PG-13)
Others

12:45-3:00-(5:15)-7:30-9:45

1:00-3:05-(5:15)-7:25-9:35

Jeepers Creepers

Rush(PG-13)
Hour 2

1:45-3:45-(5:45)-7:45-9:50
(R)
1:35-3:35-(5:30)-7:45-9:50
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Agent laws pending passage in states

Starlight Stadium

0

SEPTEMBER

THE TIGER

1.20-3:20-(5:20)-7:20-9:20

The Princess
Diary
(G)
12:30-2:45-(5:00)-7:20-9:35

EFC will donate 25 cents of each popcorn sold before October 4th to the
American Red Cross Disaster Relief Fund.
*no passes

Showtimes For Today Only! ATM in Lobby Visa & MC Accepted
•No Passes
Matinee Pricing
(Super Saver Shows)
www.easternfederai.com

They lurk in dark corners
before the ball is tipped or kicked
off. If you look closely, the shadowy figures often remain visible
after the final buzzer.
Their soft voices whispering
of wealth and fame can lure a
collegiate star like the sirens
lured Odysseus.
Preston Shumpert has yet to
hear the voices, but he knows
sports agents tiptoe about campus — careful not to get too close,
but equally careful not to let him
out of their sight.
New York State has yet to pass
the Uniform Athlete Agents Act,
legislation protecting studentathletes against agents.
"It's a lot of temptation,"
Shumpert said. "One thing you
want to do is play for love of the
game, but part of it is for the
money.
As much as somebody might
say, 'No, I'm not playing for the
money,' so much money is being
offered to players that it causes
guys to leave early. It's going to
keep continuing."
Recognizing this trend, universities across the country, in
cooperation with the NCAA, are
pressuring state lawmakers to

pass legislation protecting athletes. Twenty-eight states currently have some laws monitoring agent behavior, but New York
State has none.
Because of disparities in state
laws and because states like New
York have no laws, the NCAA
drafted the UAAA, which 11
states have passed.
THE LAW
Four years ago, deep inside
some NCAA thinktank, the idea
emerged for a uniform act protecting athletes from agents.
Three years later, the UAAA was
drafted, and by July 1,2000, three
states had passed the act.
Indiana was among the first,
and state Attorney General Steve
Carter enforces the law he supported as soon as the NCAA proposed it.
"I know some athletes have
been confused and uncertain
about how to deal with agents
who approach them during the
school term," Carter said. "The
universities have indicated to me
that it's been a distraction for the
athletes to be approached in this
way.
"When you see in the last NBA
draft, four of the top six picks
were kids coming directly out of
high school, you see the profes-

confidence, pride, ISi i
and plenty of time to shower before calculus.

In Army ROTC, you'll get to do some pretty challenging stuff. Stuff that builds
character and discipline, not to mention muscles. In this class, you'll learn that
"failure's not an option." You'll also learn how to think on your feet and be a good
leader and decision maker. Talk to your Army ROTC advisor to find out more. And
get ready to sweat a little.

ARM Y ROTC Unlike any other college course you. can take.

iw-#
Clemson Army ROTC
656-3107
http://www.business.clemson.edu/armyrotc

sional ranks and therefore agents
lining up with interest in athletes at a much earlier age. So to
some extent, this is a proactive
move prior to any large scale
problems, but we have had
reports of incidents that lead us
to believe that this is the right
way to go."
Agents can be required to register with states and provide
background about themselves,
giving athletes the opportunity
to learn more about agents who
approach them. Agents who fail
to comply are subject to civil and
criminal penalties.
The registration process has
been perhaps the biggest reason
why agents fail to comply with
regulations already in place.
Twenty-eight states have laws
governing agents, but the regulations differ from state to state
and some are rather vague,
NCAA consultant Lisa Dehon
said.
Because of the number of
states in which they have to register, registration fees for an agent
can reach $150,000 per year, said
agent Harold Lewis, who represents former Syracuse University
linebacker Morion Greenwood.
Most agents want to be able to
register in one state, for one fee,
with one set of laws, Lewis
added.
Lewis said the actions of some
agents put a "bad stigma" over
the industry as a whole. If laws
made it easier for agents to register and comply, the image of the
business might be improved.
Dehon said in addition to having agents follow the rules, athletes need to become acquainted
with their rights.
They need to investigate the
agents who approach them and
ask more questions, a process
that would be made easier by the
UAAA.
While Indiana has yet to register any agents, Attorney
General Carter remains optimistic they will comply.
New York's inability to protect
its athletes has not gone unnoticed by the SU community. For
two years, Beth Rougeux, director
of state relations for the university, has been pressuring state lawmakers in Albany to pass legislation protecting athletes.
A version of the UAAA is in
both the state senate and assembly. In the senate, the bill reached
the floor, but legislators failed to
act on it by the end of session. In
the-assembly, the bill remains in
the hands of the Tourism, Arts
and Sports Development committee.
The delays resulted from disagreements between lawmakers
and university officials about the
wording of the bill. A potential
compromise
concerns
SU
Director of Athletics Jake
Crouthamel
We have a bill that was presented initially to the state that
has still not been acted on and
has been watered down considerably," Crouthamel said.
"This is kind of what happens
today when you go through government processes."
But Rougeux remains confident the bill can have the desired
effect.
As SU waits for action by lawmakers, it can do little to protect
athletes besides educate them
about agents, Crouthamel said.
The university has in place a.
sports career-counseling panel to
advise students if they seek help.
"There are some runners
around here," he said, "and when
we hear of that we try to shoo
them off, so they won't contact
kids in their rooms. We haven't
experienced a specific problem,
but that doesn't mean that there
is not a problem lurking out
there."
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Volleyball returns to Clemson after crisis
► Lady Tigers drop a heartbreaker to Wake Forest
with a 3-2 decision.

available dates for each school from attack. "It's made us realize how forthe tournament."
tunate we are and how lucky we are
The Tigers opened up ACC play that we weren't directly touched by
this week against Wake Forest on what happened." said Coach
Tuesday. The team faces off against Hoover. "I really think that it makes
RICK LOVEDAY
Florida State later tonight and then you appreciate the freedom that we
senior staff writer
against Duke on Sunday.
are allowed." And appreciating freeIn the aftermath of last Tuesday's
"Depending on how things go dom is what the team has been
tragic terrorist attacks on the World with the airlines, we may have to go doing in the time of no games.
Trade Center and the Pentagon, the by bus instead of fly," said Hoover.
Now it is a time of healing for the
whole world has been in shock. Half "Fortunately we are going to be at team and the sports community, as
of Tuesday and much of home. We aren't scheduled to fly well as the nation.
Wednesday, the world sat glued to again until the first week of
The squad played its first game
television. Government and busi-' October." The impact that this will in over a week this past Tuesday
nesses were brought to a standstill, have on other teams' travel still is against Wake Forest.
not known.
as was the sports community.
Clemson showed up to play, but
"In light of everything, it has ended up dropping a heartbreaker
Not only have these horrendous
attacks postponed sporting events, been very difficult for the athletes to to Wake, 3-2 (30-28, 23-30, 22-30,
but several sports teams and pro- try to play a game with all this 30-25,12-15). The Tigers fell to 4-4
grams have lost members in the tragedy that has been happening overall and 0-1 in ACC play with
attacks. Among the first names to around them," said Hoover. "So the loss. Wake Forest improved to 6be released were Garnet "Ace" Bailey many people's lives have been 2 overall and 1-0 in conference play.
Jodi Steffes led the Tigers with
and Mark Bavis. These men were affected. We have a girl on our team
both with the NHLs Los Angeles whose father works at the Pentagon. 24 kills, 16 digs and five blocks.
Fortunately he was in the part that Meredith Kirtland contributed 14
Kings organization.
Bailey, 53, was the director of pro was being renovated so he was kills and 11 digs. Jessie Betcher
dished out 60 assists, 14 digs, two
scouting for the Kings. He was going across the street.
"I think the postponements were service aces and four blocks. Aiding
into his 33rd season in the league as
a player or a scout. Bailey had been a great decision out of honor and in the effort were Lori Ashton and
with the Kings for eight years and respect for the rest of the country," Marija Zoric, who added seven
prior to that he spent 13 years with said Hoover. "I was very proud that blocks each.
Clemson hosts Florida State
the Edmonton Oilers. While with the conference stepped forward as
the Oilers, he was a part of five one of the first conferences to post- tonight at 7 p.m. in Jervey Gym. You
D»« KALK/phnto editor
pone games."
can also see the Tigers play on SPIKE IT: SeniorJodi Steffesgoesfor the knock out against a tough Wake
Stanley Cup championship teams.
As with any tragedy, the team Sunday at 1 p.m. when they host Forest squad.
"Ace" broke into the league in
1968, playing with the Boston has grown closer together after the Duke.
Bruins, where he spent five seasons
and won two Stanley Cups. He
spent the next five seasons with
Detroit, St. Louis and Washington.
In 1978, he jumped to the World
Hockey Association to play for the
Oilers, where he was also a lineman
for Wayne Gretzky. Bailey retired
after that season and became a
coach for Edmonton's CHL teams.
That lasted for one season, after
which he returned to Edmonton as
a scout.
College programs have also suffered, not just by the postponement
of games. The University of
California-Santa Barbara lost their
women's gymnastics coach, MariRae Sopper, in the airliner that
crashed into the Pentagon. UCSB's
gymnastics program had been cut
on August 10 but reinstated three
days later. Sopper had only been
hired less than two weeks ago.
She had been an assistant coach
for the U.S. Naval Academy's gymnastics team prior to accepting the
job at UCSB. She was also the floor
exercise coach for the Colorado
Gymnastics Institute for three years
and a Junior Olympics gymnastics
coach in Dallas for three years.
In the aftermath of this, what is
there that can be said to possibly
ease the pain of these losses?
Clemson volleyball head coach
Jolene Jordan-Hoover was at a loss
for words.
"I can't even imagine how hard
this must be for the team and all
their loved ones," she said.
"I think sometimes we don't realize the risks we take every day in our
travels and we just do it because we
Michelin Career Center, Student Government, National Society of Black Engineers & Delta Sigma Pi
have just gotten so accustomed to it,"
she said. "It's really going to be interesting how some things will change
because of this tragedy."
Clemson athletics have been forWestinghouse Savannah River Company, Framatome, General Electric, IBM, Harris, and Tindall
tunate enough to have not lost any
Donations by Clemson University Bookstore
players or coaches in the attacks.
This does not soften the blow of the
events or allow the teams to continue as usual. The scheduled games
from last Tuesday through last
Saturday postponed. Included in
these games were the Tigers volleyball match at home against rival
th
nd
South Carolina last Wednesday and
the South Florida Invitational
Tournament last Friday and
Saturday.
th
nd
The South Carolina game has
been'rescheduled for Wednesday,
October 10 at 7 p.m. The future of
the South Florida Invitational
Tournament is still unknown. "The
tournament may be extremely difficult to reschedule. We have been in
talks trying to reschedule," said
Coach Hoover, "But I don't think
that will materialize because of the

all Career Expo/Internshi

September 25 & 26
2nd Floor, Hendrix Student Center
9:00am - 3:00pm
Different companies will be in attendance each day!
Sponsored by:

^

Special Thanks to our Fall Career Expo/Internship Fair Supporters:

ffther important dahss to remember.

CAFLS Career & Professional School Fair
Sept. 27 , 9am-3pm, 2 floor Hendrix Student Cei
Graduate School Fair
Sept. 27 , 9am-3pm, 2 floor Hendrix Student Center
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The Sidelines

PRESSBOX

Such is the life...

T

just another "normal" day.
Normal everyday life is
Practically every sporting
hard enough to deal event was cancelled because of
with. Everyone is always the terrorist attacks on~ our
in a hurry, something is alwys nation, and rightfully so. I totalleft to be done, and there is ly agree with the cancellation. I
never enough time to do it. feel that we, as a nation, owed it
With our lives the way they, are, to those whose lives were taken,
we produce things for ourselves and we owed it to those who are
to enjoy. Whether it be catching giving their "normal" lives to
a movie, watching Seinfeld, tak- help out.
ing a jog, or going to a ballgame.
On Thursday night, I wantThese are the things in life that ed desperately to hear Lee
we could probably live without, Corso's voice and watch a footbut that we
ball
game
would most
instead of havlikely
go
ing to hear Peter
insane withJennings' voice
out. They
and
watch
Brian Garrison
are the simdeath. I couldn't
writer
ple
pleastand to hear
sures in our
more about the
lives that we
tragedy in my
enjoy daily. I,
nation. It's not
personally,
that I'm not
have taken these things for compassionate, but I wanted to
granted.
pinch myself and wake up
Now, imagine a normal from that dream. This is how
Tuesday afternoon. You only spoiled I am, and how spoiled
have two classes, so you are we are as a nation. We don't
pumped about what you can do have to deal with this, and
with your free day. Or, maybe rarely have we. I take for grantyou will be productive all day, ed simple pleasures that I get to
and get caught up with your experience.
schoolwork. Now, imagine the
However, by knowing all the
unthinkable. Imagine a cow- simple pleasures I get to take
ardly terrorist attack by some part in, it makes me even
people that are too weak to call prouder to be an American.
upon armed forces to make Everyday that [ awake, I get to
their statement. Imagine thou- "pursue happiness." I am glad
sands of your fellow innocent that we have sporting events
Americans being killed on and movies and stuff, to relax
their "normal" Tuesday. All of even our normal lives. I underthis puts the pleasures in life in estimate what these things
perspective. I think I speak for mean to me until they are gone.
the nation when I wished for
j-uni!

Below are a few of the signs of alcohol poisoning,
but it is important to remember that everyone
exhibits different signs when they have had too
much to drink.
H
%

Unconsciousness - The person does not respond
to you calling their name or shaking them.
-Vomiting - This is extremely serious when a person is passed out because they are at great risk
of choking,
Skin Changes - Pale, bluish skin is a warning sign
as well as cold and clammy skin.
Breathing[Patterns - Irregular or slow/shallow
- -breathing is serious! If breaths are more than 10
seconds apart, get help!

Redfeni
Health
Education
656-0141

» KALKAunior staff

FOWARD MOTION: Senior Woody Dantzlerfires out the ball in action
against Wofjord.
nizes 11 Division I players every
year for their community service
*
involvement. Eason was the only
ACC player named to the team.
EASON NAMED TO AFCA
Eason has been active in comTEAM
munity service since he first
Brian Garrison is sophomore
came to Clemson in 1998. Each
majoring in graphic communiClemson defensive tackle year the ACC honors six studentcation. E-mail comments to
Nick Eason was named to the athletes at each of its member
sports@tiger.clemson.edu.
2001 American Football Coaches institutions for their time spent
Association Good Works team on on community service projects.
Wednesday. The AFCA recog- Eason is the only Clemson student-athlete to be chosen for this
award three times.
Eason, a graduate student
from Lyons, Ga, has traveled
abroad with the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes to speak with
students about the positives of
athletics and to teach youngsters
about sports. He also is a frequent
visitor to elementary schools in
he area.
Clemson's defensive MVP last
year earned his degree from
Clemson in August and still has
two years of eligibility remaining
If someone you know is exhibiting any of the
(including he 2001 season). He is
the first Tiger gridder to earn his
signs listed to the left, here are some things to
degree (sociology) with two years
do to help them:
of eligibility remaining.
Eason is the second Clemson
football player to be named to the
Good Works team. Robert
Try to wake the person up! You can shake
Carswell, now with the San Diego
them, pinch them, or call their name...just make
Chargers, was named to the team
in 1999.

DO somettiing about It

Recognize it

you are unsure of ANYTHING
GET IP!

When tragedy comes about,
they make you realize just how
good you have it as an
American.
Now, the time has come for
the nation to try and get back to
normal. This event will be with
us forever, but it is time to realize what has happened and
learn to cherish how good we
have it in America. Action has
to be taken against these criminals and America must get
back to normal life. This can
only happen again when we
start doing the normal things
we do daily. We need laughs,
and movies, and sports. We
need these things to make it
through life.
A constant reminder that
our nation is strong is even displayed here at Clemson.
Saturday, there was no game,
but our scoreboard with
PawVision
displayed
an
American flag waving with the
words, "God Bless America." If
they doesn't give you chill
bumps, then check your pulse.
If the world was a sporting
event, America's fans definitely
are not "fair-weather fans". I
have never, in my life felt more
patriotic. It is terrible that such
a tragedy has to happen to
bring together a nation, but, my
friends, the terrorists have created a much stronger America
thanks to their selfishness.

sure they will respond to you.

Turn the person on their side. This will allow
the airway to stay clear if they vomit.
Check the person's skin and breathing patterns
for irregularities.
GET HELP! Call 9-1-1 for emergency services.

^lever eave the person a one or et ihem "s ee

THREE PEOPLE DIE EVEFft DA« PROM ALCOHOL
POISONING - MOST ARE UNDER 21'
INFORMATION FROM FACE PUBLICATIONS.

$
SPIRIT BLITZ WEEK TAKES
OVER CLEMSON
A week awash in orange will
end in a flourish of red, white
and blue.
As the finale for Spirit Blitz
Week, Central Spirit student
organization is urging fans to
wear the colors of our country to
Clemson's football game against
the University of Virginia, this
Saturday.
Originally, the day was to be
declared "Orange Out" day, when
tans were supposed to wear as
much orange as possible.
However, the organizations
involved in Spirit Blitz decided
that red. white and blue would
be more appropriate this week,
in light of the tragic events of
Sept. 11.
All fans, from both teams, are
asked to wear patriotic colors in
the game.
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Straight from the
Trenches

Qemson vs. Virginia
Location; Clemson Memorial
Stadium
Date September 22,2001
Game time 5:45 p.m.
Televisoir. ESPN2
Series History: Clemson leads
34-5-1

>

*

with Will Merritt
Virginia
Two years ago was actually our
breakout game against Virginia,
kind of when our offense really
began to click for the first time ever
under Coach Bowden's staff. Then
going up to Charlottsville afterward we struggled early but managed to win the ballgame. That was
a huge win for us last year. This has
always been the game that can
either make or break our season,
can send us in a good direction or a
bad direction. If we can get to 3-0
then that will really push our program in a positive direction.

Rankings
Clemson - #19 AP, #18 USA
Today/ESPN
Virginia - Unranked

*

*

Opponent University of Virginia
Mascot Cavaliers
Record: 1-1
Head Coach: Al Groh, a 1967
Virginia graduate who is one of
four new ACC coaches. He has NFL
experience, having worked with
the Atlanta Falcons (1987), New
York Giants (1989-91), Cleveland
Browns (1992), New England
Patriots (1993-96) and New York
Jets (1997-99).

.

*

*

Game Notes: In recent years, the
Cavaliers have gotten off to a hot
start. UVA is 4-0 in the month of
September against the Tigers, but
just 1-3-1 in October and November.
Some of the Tigers, greatest comebacks have occurred against
Virginia. Back in 1992, the Tigers
were down 28-0, then scored the
last 29 points of the game to take
the win. The game went down as
the greatest comeback in ACC history between two conference
schools.
Tomorrow's game will mark the
first of two consecutive games in
which the opponent has three
weeks to prepare. The next will be
Georgia Tech on September 29.
Remaining Schedule:

*

*

*

,

Website: http://www.virginiasports.com
Players to watch:

*
■
*

.

«

*

*

Tigers
Brian Mance- Through the first two
weeks of the season, Mance» has
been outstanding on special team
duties. This junior is ranked fourth
in the nation in special teams kickoff returns with a 35.2-yard average
on six returns. He has a total of 276
yards on 11 total returns. He is the
only player in the nation to be
ranked in both return categories.
Woody Dantzler- The Clemson
signal caller enters the Virginia
game with 1,712 career yards rushing and 3,635 yards passing. He
only needs 288 yards rushing and
365 passing to become the first
player in ACC history to pass for
4,000 yards and rush for 2,000
yards.
Chad Carson and John Leake- The
linebacking duo combined for 34
tackles against Wofford, Carson
with 18 and Leake with a career
high 16.

Cavaliers
* Arlen Harris- This junior running
back who is third in the conference
in rushing with 89 yards per game.
He ran for 99 yards in 24 attempts
* in his first career start against
Richmond.
Bryson Spinner- The sophomore
quarterback is fifth in the league in
total offense, and he has a 129 passing efficiency rating. Look for him
to throw to Billy McMullen, who is
, considered by some to be the best
receiver in the ACC. He is tied for
the league lead in receptions and
averages 75 receiving yards per
« game.
Angelo Crowell- He is the top tackier on the team with 24 tackles,
including 2 sacks.

D»VD KAUtfsenior staff

BREAKING FREE: Brian Mance returns a punt against the Terriers in action two weeks ago.

Tigers ready for ACC
► Virginia, and not Duke,
will be Clemson'sfirst ACC
opponent.
NICK CONGER

staff writer
After a long and unexpected
break from action, the Clemson
Tigers look to improve upon their
2-0 record this Saturday against the
Virginia Cavaliers in Memorial
Stadium.
Virginia, coached by newcomer
Al Groh, is 1-1 up to this point in
the season. Groh, formerly the head
coach of the New York Jets, is no
stranger to the atmosphere at
Death Valley on game days, having
coached at Wake Forest from 1981
to 1986. In their most recent game,
the Cavaliers squeaked past interstate rival Richmond back on
September 1.
The Tigers have dominated the
all-time series between the two
schools, holding a 34-5-1 lead.
Although the teams have played
evenly in the past 11 years, with the
series knotted at 5-5-1, the Tigers
whipped Virginia in the two previous seasons under head coach
Tommy Bowden. Last year
Clemson
traveled
up
to
Charlottesville and crushed the
Cavs 31-10 behind a dominating
performance
by
Woodrow
Dantzler.
A significant change will be in
place for Saturday's contest. Senior
Braxton K. Williams, who has been
a fixture in the linebacker position
for the Tigers, will play free safety.
Williams has been working at his
new job during the extended break
from action.

Clemson Heightens
Security
Increased security efforts
resulting from last week's terrorist
attacks will change a few Clemson
University football routines and
traditions on Saturday.
For the rest of the season, backpacks, tote bags and other carryalls will not be allowed in the
stadium. In fact, fans are discouraged from even bringing purses

"He looked very good, it was
very encouraging," stated Coach
Bowden in reference to Williams's
efforts at free safety. "With injuries
to Marcus Houskins and Eric
Meekins, we thought it was important to put an experienced player
back there," Bowden said.
Although Houskins is done for
the season with a broken neck,
Meekins is expected to be ready to
play this Saturday.
The Tigers, who have gone 3-0
or better to start the season just five
times since 1961, have some individual goals to shoot for along with
the team victory.
Senior
quarterback
and
Heisman
Trophy
candidate
Woodrow Dantzler comes into
Saturday's game responsible for 41
touchdowns in his four-year career
here in Clemson. He needs just four
touchdowns, passing or rushing, to
pass Steve Fuller's all-time touchdown mark of 44.
Secondly, Tiger running back
Travis Zachery needs seven receptions on Saturday to become the
all-time leader in receptions by a
running back in ACC regular season competition. The record is currently held by Roger Boone of
Duke who played from 1987-1989.
The Cavaliers do not have a
high-powered offensive attack, but
they do know how to play tough
defense.
"It has been real difficult to prepare for this game because we only
have one game film to look at
(Wisconsin)," said Clemson Head
Coach Tommy Bowden. "Virginia
will have a lot more film on us than
we will on them." Groh has
brought his experience as defensive coordinator for both the

Patriots and Giants in the NFL to
the collegiate level as head coach.
Virginia is best on third down
holds. His squad has allowed just
five of 28 third-down conversions
this year, the besMiiird-down conversion defense in the ACC.
"Their front line is going to hunker down and take away the run,"
said Coach Bowden. Sophomore
Bryson Spinner is the Cavaliers
quarterback' and is currently fifth
in the ACC in total offense. He has
a 129 passing efficiency rating, just
shy of Danzler's 134 this season.
"They've changed things up
over there but they still got the
same talent and they still play
hard," said Clemson's Woody
Dantzler. "What they're gonna do is
make us come out and execute
which is something we haven't
been doing."
One positive aspect of not having a game last week was that those
players who were hobbling had
some extra time to heal. During
practice, two linemen, both on
opposite sides of the ball, suffered
injuries. Veteran guard Will Merritt
aggravated his back and was forced
into a yellow jersey for the following practice. Starting defensive
tackle Nick Eason complained of a
sore Achilles tendon during practice as well.
"I am not sure those players
could have played," said Coach
Bowden in reference to last
Saturday's scheduled game against
Duke. Despite the melancholy
mood around campus and the
practice field, Bowden seemed
pleased with his team. "It was a
good week, we worked hard and
got a lot accomplished," he said.

because any bag, including diaper
bags, will be subject to search.
Once inside the football stadium, fans will not be allowed to exit
and return. The change in the policy allowing "pass-outs" is initially
for this Saturday only but may be
extended.
"We understand that this
changes a long-standing Clemson
tradition, but we hope all of our
fans will understand that this is
necessary for security reasons,"

said AD Bobby Robinson. Bomb
squad experts and bomb-sniffing
dogs from the city of Anderson
will be on hand to check the stadium and cars parked near it.
Everyone attending the game
should have an official form of
photo identification with them at
all times.
Planes will be restricted from
flying over the stadium, and there
will be no through traffic on roads
during the game.

Tragedy
Coach Bowden's feeling, along
with our feeling, is that the terrorist
tragedy has really put football into
perspective. It shows us how there
are so many things more important than football and that's why I
agree with the decision the ACC
made not to play. It was a good
decision for two reasons: 1) out of
respect for the victims and 2) to
refocus our team because it's kind
of hard to focus on football instead
of what's happening up there.
So it gave us a week to kind of
see what was happening, focus on
what we are trying to do as a ball
club, and then come back with a
renewed spirit and focus on the
Cavaliers. It hasn't been a whole lot
of trouble for me to refocus this
week because I've managed to
block things out. But, it's been a
tough thing to block out, especially
when it's peoples lives, people's
brothers and sisters, and kid's
whose mom and dad both worked
at the World Trade Center.
Georgia Tech
Georgia Tech is going to have
two and a half weeks to prepare for
us and we hate that. You hate that a
team as good as Georgia Tech gets
an advantage in the game. Those
guys have had our number for the
past four years anyway. If anything,you'd like the tables to be
turned, but that's the way it turned
out and we just have to go to
Atlanta and try to focus.
Right now though, we're not
even thinking about Georgia Tech
because that is so far down the
road; right now we're focused on
Virgina. If we were to beat them,
though, that would be huge for me
personally. Georgia Tech and
Florida State are the only two
teams I haven't beaten in the conference.
Weights
TJ Watkins is the strongest
hang cleaner on the team; he can
do close to 365 pounds. Kyle is the
best squatter, he can squat over 700
pounds. The best bench presser
would have to go to Gary Byrd who
bench presses around 435 pounds.
Now Nate Gillespie, who is a backup left tackle, is over 500 pounds
on the bench press.
If you could
ever get a guy who
could do all three
of those then
you would
have a monster on your
hands. But
that's typical
for guys to be
stronger in
some areas
and weaker
in others.
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UPCOMING SCHEDULE
Football
vs. Virginia, Saturday, 5:45p.m.
Women's Soccer
atGeorgia State, Sunday, 2 ptn.
Z_
Z YoBejfball __.
vs. Duke, Sunday, 1 p.m.
Volleyball

Recap
► Volleyball
returns.
Page 15

vs. FSU, Friday, 7 jim.

Duke game
rescheduled
► The Blue Devi Is will
meet the Tigers on
December 1st.

Clemson drops first ACC game
► Lady Tigersfall to the
17th ranked Seminoles at
Riggs Field.
ANDREA MESSERVY

staff writer

BoGlLLOOLY

assistant sports editor
The Clemson vs. Duke football
game which was originally scheduled for September 15 at Clemson
has been rescheduled for a Dec. 1
meeting. The contest was postponed due to the terrorist attacks
on our country last Tuesday. At
the same time this game resumes,
the Florida State Seminoles and
Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets will
also be taking care of unfinished
business.
"We looked at a number of different scenarios for each game,"
said ACC Commissioner John
Swofford. "Because of academic
considerations, the Thanksgiving
Holidays, and the six Florida High
School Championship games
being played in Doak Campbell
Stadium on December 6-8,
December 1st became the best
date for both games.
This will be the latest Clemson
has had a regular season game
since they beat Furman 27-28 in
Death Valley on Dec. 1, 1956.
Clemson does not have a rich history in December having only
played regular season games in
that month six times before. The
latest Clemson has had a regular
season game is Dec. 8, a 1928 loss
to The Citadel in Charleston.
Although some were indifferent, most players were secretly
hoping that the game would not
be rescheduled during the treasured Thanksgiving weekend.
"I'm very happy about when
they decided to reschedule the
game," commented offensive lineman Will Merritt. "Now I can go
home, see my relatives, relax, and
eat."
This schedule change means
that Duke and Clemson will play
in the major sports of football and
basketball in consecutive days.
The Clemson basketball team
travels to Durham to take on the
Blue Devils in Cameron Indoor
Stadium on Dec. 2. That will be
the earliest conference basketball
game for the Tigers since they
opened the 1966-67 season, playing North Carolina on Dec. 1.
When asked about what he
thought about the schedule
change, Head Coach Tommy
Bowden didn't seem to care one
way or the other.
"1 let the administration handle the schedule change with
Duke,"
commented
Coach
Bowden. "I am preparing for this
week's game with Virginia, that is
all I am concerned about. I knew it
would be scheduled at the end of
the season. Our administration
knows what is best. Personally, I
don't care when they play the
game as long as it's not at 11 a.m.
on a Sunday because I'll be in
church."
The one downside to these
postponements is that Georgia
Tech now has over two weeks to
prepare for their game with
Clemson. "You gotta hate that,"
commented Merritt. "But that's
just the way it happens sometime."
The Duke vs. Clemson game
will have a 1 p.m. kickoff while
■the time for the Florida State vs.
Georgia Tech match-up is yet to be
determined.

After their first game back
after last week's tragedy, the Lady
Tigers played an intense game
against 17th ranked Florida State.
With 4:33 left in the game, the
two teams were looking at overtim with a tied score of 2-2.
However, Amber Tollefson of
Florida State crossed in a ball and
a Clemson defender accidentally
knocked the ball into her own
goal, causing Florida State to beat
the 7th ranked Tigers 3-2.
"It was unforunate it happened the way it did," said Head
Coach Todd Bramble. "The player
was back there doing the best job
she could. It was flustrating, but
it builds character."
Clemson looked good from the
beginning as Deliah Arrington
scored her third goal of the year
with an assist by Allison
Mitchell. Florida State evened the
score with Amber Tollefson scoring an unassisted goal. This was
the first goal scored against the
Tigers all season.

Heather
Beem
scored
Clemson's second goal early in
the second half, which was
assisted by Deliah Arrington and
Paige Ledford. Florida State followed Beem in scoring their second goal at the 58:36 mark.
Clemson's goalkeeper Katie
Carson tied the school record for
most saves in a career with 228.
She had one save in the game
against Florida State
"I feel as though we created
chances tonight and we went forward really well," said Clemson
Head Coach Todd Bramble.
"We played a lot of players and
1 feel it is important to develop
depth. Florida State was more
battled tested than we were. They
have played a tough schedule,
having lost to Santa Clara and
Portland. Again, I feel as though
we created chances and could not
put them away. We had some
defensive break downs but that is
going to happen with the youth
we have in the back."
This loss brings Clemson to a
3-1 record overall and 0-1 in the
ACC. The Tigers play again on
Thursday in an exhibition match.
The Lady Tigers will then travel
to Tennessee on Sunday at 2:00.

DAVID KALK/scnior staff

KICKING IT: Sophomore Lindsay Brown kicks around a Florida State
defender in action at Historic Riggs Field.

[REMEMBERING THE PAST]

DR. BILL HUNTER
HOLLI ARMSTRONG

sports editor

It was a chilly December day,
and as Bill Hunter made his
way from the Post Office
toward Tillman Hall, his attention was immediately drawn
toward Bowman Field, where
there appeared to be a pep rally
taking place.
As Hunter approached the
crowd of students, he began to
make out their chants. Today, Dr.
Hunter can still hear the crowd
screaming, "Cockadoodledoo,
Cockadoodledoo,
Japanese
Empire to hell with you!"
"I asked somebody walking
up the other way what was
going on," Hunter said. "He told
me Pearl Harbor had been
bombed, and I said, Where is

Pearl Harbor?'"
"He replied, 'I don't know.
Maybe it is in Alaska somewhere?"
It was an uncertain time, and
the United States was preparing
to enter a war it had tried to
avoid. But after the events of
Dec. 7, 1941, Americans were
ready to respond in full force.
Clemson was a military school
at the time, so students packed
their bags and said their goodbyes. Before the war there Were
3,500 cadets on campus; and
about 300 remained once the
war started.
Hunter played football for
Clemson in the Fall of 1942.
That summer, he fondly recalls
helping break rocks where the
new stadium was being constructed. On opening day, about

4,000 fans cheered the Tigers on
their first run dov/n the Hill.
Before the game, head coach
Frank Howard told his players
he did not want to lose a game in
the new stadium, and Clemson
won the first, easily defeating
Presbyterian College 32-13.
Later in the season, Clemson
faced arch-rival Furman in a
game that at the time was considered bigger than our Carolina
games today Furman's all-conference running back broke free
and was headed for the endzone
when Hunter brought him
down and saved the game with a
final 12-7 decision. It was
Hunter's proudest moment in
pads, and he still talks about it
when he gets together with football friends.
With the season complete

and the fighter pilot college
requirement lowered to a year,
Hunter and several other
Clemson students traveled to
Atlanta, Ga., to enlist. Hunter
graduated from flight school in
the fall of 1943, and spent the
rest of his wartime in Pacific
waters.
Hunter, who survived three
plane crashes, spent most of his
time on an aircraft carrier. He
occasionally thought about football, and he even joined IPTAY
while he was out at sea in 1943;
he has been a member ever
since.
"Half of the squadron would
be catapulted off one morning
and the rest would get to sleep
in," Hunter said. "I didn't know
SEE
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Dr. Bill Hunter holds
the game ball from
the 1947 Duquesne
vs. Clemson game.
Duquesne was a good
team from
Pittsburgh, and the
Tigers won, starting
the longest winning
streak in Clemson
history. Photo by
David Kalk.
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Hollywood resumes after shock
E.C. RENEDO
staff writer
The events of last Tuesday
morning have deeply and permanently affected every aspect of
the American way of life. People
have been glued to their television sets desperately soaking up
every available drop of information on the airwaves.
As a nation, we are becoming
stressed out, bogged down, and
spiritually disfigured by the
tragedies so fresh in our minds
and hearts. We are sorely in need
of diversion, and are looking to
the entertainment industry for
emotional refuge and relief.
Nowhere is this more evident
than in box office sales from this
past weekend, which were a
whopping 42% higher than last
year.
This statistic is proof positive
that the Hollywood elite have
been affected just as much as the
rest of the nation by these
tragedies.
So, the logical question to follow is: How will (and should) the
entertainment industry meet
with this new and challenging
responsibility of consoling the
American psyche? One thing is
for sure; they are not taking it
lying down.
Television executives have
been forced to make some speedy
and tough decisions and (believe
it or not) sacrifices in order to
accommodate the demands for
news coverage and programming
sensitivity made by their viewers.
Networks were compelled to
give up valuable advertising dollars to provide commercial-free
news coverage of the crisis. This,
combined with 47% higher
primetime viewership than on

the same evenings last year, not to
mention the costs of rescheduling and production delays, equated to major financial losses for
these stations.
NBC, CBS, FOX, ABC, and the
WB have all announced that they
will be pushing back their fall
premieres by one week.
They are also being forced to
go back and take a look at pretaped shows to remove content
that may have been rendered
insensitive or tasteless by the
nature of the tragic events.
Several network television
movie events have had to be cancelled due to objectionable subject matter. Included among
these are The X-Files movie,
which depicts an explosion in an
office
building,
and
Independence Day which features
an alien attack on the White
House.
Several TV shows have also
been jeopardized due to subject
matter that might appear distasteful in light of recent events.
One such drama, Fox's new
series 24, is slated to premiere in
late October, and stars Kiefer
Sutherland as a CIA agent who
has only 24 hours to prevent the
assassination of a presidential
candidate by a terrorist group.
Executives hope that the show,
premiering in about a month,
will debut to a more calm and
secure American audience.
A new CBS drama, The Agency,
is having similar difficulties. The
storyline of the pilot episode centers on a fictitious plot by Osama
bin Laden to blow up prominent
London
department
store,
Harrod's. CBS execs have decided
not to air the episode as it is and
may not show it a^ll.

Another major television setback is the postponement of the
53rd annual Emmy Awards show,
which has been pushed back
from September 16 to October 7.
There was some debate among
ABC executives about the length
of time the airing should be
delayed. Some wanted to put it
off only one week, while others
proposed the three-week delay
that was eventually decided
upon.
This symbolic inability of
Hollywood to "go on with the
show" is disturbing for many television critics who appreciate the
necessity of the extended deference while simultaneously
mourning its effect.
Television is not the only
media industry that has been
compromised by the terrorist
attacks.
The movie industry is also
feeling the pressure to rethink
some of its most recent productions. The release of the highly
anticipated
new
Arnold
Schwarzenegger film Collateral
Damage, in which he stars as a
firefighter whose family is killed
when a terrorist bomb explodes
in an office building, has been
postponed
indefinitely
by
Warner Brothers Studios. The
studio has recalled all posters,
trailers, and other advertising for
the movie, originally scheduled
for release on October 5th.
Barry Sonnenfeld's new comedy Big Trouble is also being postponed due to content.
The
questionable
scene
appears in the climax of the feature and depicts a nuclear bomb
being smuggled onto an airplane.
Release postponements, halts
in filming, plot revisions, and
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advertising recalls have also
affected such upcoming pictures
as Men in Black 11, The Ice Age,
Nose Bleed (starring Jackie Chan),
SpiderMan, Training Day (with
Denzel Washington), and the new
Edward Burns flick Sidewalks of
New York, among many others.
The music industry has also
been affected by the tragedies and
is responding with generosity,
compassion, support, and caution.
Several groups have opted to
push back or cancel tours and
performances due to security
risks.
Among these acts are Pantera,
Destiny's Child, Janet Jackson,
Slipknot, Aerosmith and Nelly.
Other artists such as Madonna,
The Backstreet Boys and PJ
Harvey have decided that the
show must go on.
Many musicians are doing
their part to help victims of
Tuesday's national
tragedy.
Michael Jackson is planning to
record a benefit single entitled
"What More Can I Give."
He has recruited numerous
other artists including Justin
Timberlake, Britney Spears,
Destiny's Child, Mya and more, to
join him in selfless collaboration.
Still other artists such as
Madonna and Britney Spears have
pledged to donate what is expected to amount to millions of dollars in tour revenues to various
relief organizations to aid families affected by the attacks.
Perhaps the hardest hit art
scene is that of New York City
itself. Broadway shows, shut
down for only two days, reopened
swiftly to provide a much-needed distraction for the devastated
citizens of New York.
Many performers expressed
their grief by observing moments
of silence and leading their audiences in moving renditions of
"God Bless America." The theaters themselves reopened under
dimmed marquees in remembrance of the thousands who
died in NY and Washington, D.C.
Multiple venues and groups
including CBGB, The New York
City Opera, and the Metropolitan
Opera are planning benefit shows
and events.
There are also countless
Broadway theaters planning
events and converting scheduled
shows into benefits for the victims.
New Yorkers, and in fact the
entire United States, stunned by
the unspeakable events of
September 11 will be able to count
on the entertainment industry to
do what it can to help, heal, and
provide emotional and financial
relief for our nation.
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WSBF PICK OF
THE WEEK
SQUAREPVSHER

I've found there are two
types of music listeners: brave
and content. . Squarepusher's
newest CD, Go Plastic, is, in
every sense of the word, for
those brave souls.
After several fascinating
trips through a fusion of acid
jazz and jungle for Warp
Records (go hear Music Is
Rotted One Note if you're
interested), Tom Jenkinson has
made the finest album of his
career and in the process has
shredded my brain to a mash
of scrambled eggs, and I couldn't be more thankful. To call
ithis music dense would be
analogous to calling the
; Concorde fast: you could listen
to each track at least fifty
times through and still be
caught completely off-guard,
as every moment has been
crammed with thought and
excitement. Go Plastics density never feels cluttered,
though, but always adventuresome, frenetic, focused and
flailing wildly out of control
all at trie same time. It's
absolutely breathtaking.
Some highlights include
"Boneville Occident," which
feeds hip-hop, drum and bass,
and jazz records to a demented
food processor with gutterally
satisfying results, the (comparatively) sparse trip though the
mind of the first computer
ever built and its prophetic
visions of the future that is
"The Exploding Psychology,"
and the smooth denoument,
"Plaistow Flex Out," which
quietly pulses along while its
circuits lurch in agony.
Perhaps the most incredible
moments
come
-halfway
through
"Greetiways
Trajectory,"' when a jackhammer is implanted into a living
host and they tear through the
masonry and each other as fast
as they can.
In
many
ways,
Squarepusher is like that first
computer, vacuum tubes and
all. spewing out his beatific
visions. If you have the resolve,
you must hear this album.
- Jeff Bandy
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Ben Folds
rocks the
suburbs
ANNA ESKRIDGE

staff writer
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Are you ready for some middle
class, white boy, piano jammin'? If
you are, then listen to Ben Folds'
new album, Rockin' the Suburbs.
Now, for those of you who do
not know what is going on with
Ben Folds these days, here is an
update. Ben Folds Five (note Ben
Folds' name) has been broken up
for quite some time now. Ben
decided to go out on his own, and
his solo album might actually
"rock the suburbs" (please excuse
all really bad puns).
Some of the songs on this disc
may remind you of tracks on
Whatever and Ever Amen. There
is a song on "Rockin' the Suburbs"
called "Still Fighting It" that
seems like a cousin to the song
"Brick." The biggest difference
between these two songs is the
fact that the lyrics in "Still
Fighting It" are not as meaningful
as the touching words in "Brick".
The reason that so many of Ben's
songs feel and sound somewhat
alike is because of his sound. His
sound is very evident on the new
record, but he cleverly and creatively takes his sound to a new
level in tracks like, "The Ascent of
Stan", "Not the Same", and the title
track, "Rockin' the Suburbs". "Not
The Same" does not have the most
thought-provoking lyrics either,
but it does have a chorus that
makes you want to get your "hippie groove" on. Lastly, the first single off of an album can sometimes
be a let down, but "Rockin' the
Suburbs" is no such disappointment. The best way to describe the
track is that it contains a lot of
middle class, white boy spunk.
This album does not showcase
Ben's best work, but behind all of
the cheesy lyrics and piano lines,
there is something about this
album that is just fun to listen to if
you want to reminisce about your
suburban roots.. "Rockin' the
Suburbs" is available now on Epic
Records. Ben is also on tour right
now, and you can check out the
tour dates at www.benfolds.com.
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My Celebrity Life:
As told by me
ERIC KRANTZ

staff writer
Let's go ahead and face it
right now: I'll never make a
good celebrity superstar or a
diva. I would be boring as hell.
Who would want to read an
Entertainment Weekly story on
my personal life? My childhood
was relatively normal - no
strange abuse stories. I am not
addicted to anything right now.
I have never killed anyone or
even beaten a stranger into
unconsciousness. I have not
even had a DUI or hit-run-conviction. Boring!
I can envision
an episode of
Entertainment
Tonight.
Mary
Hart says, "In
celebrity bad boy
news,
Eric
Krantz has been
slapped with yet
another speeding warning."
They would immediately cut to
a story of what Gary Condit had
for lunch.
My uneventful life would
give me as much newsworthy
status as the supporting cast of
Charles in Charge.
So, perhaps I should find a
way to have some interesting
things to reveal in my tell-all
autobiography. Just in the off
chance I develop some type of
talent that will allow me to
become famous. Let's just run
down the list here.
Alcohol and drug abuse? No,
too trite and also kind of expensive. Nymphomania? No, too
exhausting. Join an extremist
cult? Nope, I just do not have
the patience for it. Commit a
felony or two? I'm too lazy for
that one.
Then perhaps I should put
my creative skills to work and
come up with a new way to
make my currently non-existent celebrity lifestyle be more
interesting to tabloids and
entertainment "journalists." I
need a strong addiction to
something that no one else is
into. Something fresh and original.
Can I check into rehab for
crayon-eating?
excessive
Perhaps an addiction to foot
fetish Internet porn? Maybe I
could develop a compulsive
vacuuming disorder. But again,
that might go back to the laziness issue. If all else fails, I guess
I could always become a lesbian, switch back, and then
become pregnant.
The main question here is
"why?" Why does our society
crave the latest celebrity gossip?
Does it honestly matter
whether our favorite movie star
prefers men or women?
Why should a person's struggle with alcoholism or depression be a leading story in the
entertainment news? Perhaps
we experience a bit of
Schadenfreude (good word, look

it up). We have this darker side
to us that enjoys seeing the pretty people do dumb things. On
the other hand, why do celebrities feel the need to do some outlandish things and then beg for
our forgiveness?
Maybe they need us to feed
their insatiable egos. The insecure celebrities and the fickle
mass audience these two creatures feed off of each other. I
think that in a way it resembles
the chicken and the egg situation.
Now that we have identified
the problem here,
let's see if
we
can
Eric Krantz
find some
staff writer solutions.
First of all,
stop
watching
those
entertainment news TV shows.
Do we really need someone to
keep a running tally of how
many times an actor gets busted
for crack?
Or is a title story about a
celebrity
suffering
from
"exhaustion" that important to
us?
If we do not indulge these
behaviors, then perhaps these
celebrities will focus on making
quality movies and music
rather than rehab dates and
court appearances.
I am
reminded of what my mom
used to tell family and friends
when I would act stupid to get
attention. She would say, "Don't
laugh. It'll only encourage him."
The second thing we can do
is to stop promoting celebrity
gossip. Quit buying the stupid
tabloids at the isles of grocery
store check-outs. No one needs
to read that so-and-so cheated
on his wife with a gay lover for
ten years. Or, that someone may
or may not have gone on a 72hour cocaine binge with a prostitute and a politician.
Maybe we can make a few
exceptions when the tabloids
get really creative, something
like, "Anna Nicole Smith's
Boobs Explode." Honestly, I
actually saw that one in a supermarket five years ago. I'm still
kicking myself for not buying it.
I'll be the first to admit that
sometimes these stories can be
somewhat interesting. Maybe
in the next year, the Fox
Network will have a TV show
called "When Divas Attack."
Who knows?
In the meantime, I'm going to
look for interesting addictions
and creative crimes to commit.
So, just on the off chance that
I develop some type of talent
that will make me famous, I'll
have some good stories to sell,
uh, I mean tell.
Eric Krantz is a senior. Emailcomments to
timeout@tiger.clemson.edu.
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Dino's primed for
final extinction
Jurassic Park III
Rated: PG-13
Review:

9:00-10:00 a.m. PREVIEW
$7 admission

10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
FREE admission

After 1:30 p.m.
HALF PRICE

ed ty tire Qeffison Ujwsity Fmniai'on.

*

cash
checks
TigerStripe

Friday, September 28, 2001

Cooper Library

over 10,000 items
textbooks ♦ best-seliers • CDs • videos • records • magazines
popular literature • paperbacks • children's books

$2.00 - .500 ■ .10?!
m^

UNIVERSITY BAPTIST CHURCH ANP SPURGE0N FOUNDATION CAMPUS MINISTRY
INVITE YOU TO ATTEHD

INTERNATIONAL DAY 2001

Come and Participate in ...
CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES
FREE GAMES, STORES, AND LOT'S OF FUN

ADULT ACTIVITIES
FREE DUNKING BOOTH, VOLLEYBALL MATCH, CRICKET EXHIBITION, SOCCER GAME, AND SOFTBALL

FOOD
FREE AUTHENTIC SOUTHERN STYLE HICKORY SMOKED CHCREN, BAKED BEANS, CHIPS, ICED TEA AND

DESSERT

SPECIAL PROGRAM
SINGING, TESTIMONIES, AND A BIBLE MESSAGE

FLEA MARKET (FREE)
USE POINTS EARNED BY PARTICIPATING IN ACTIVITIES TO PURCHASE USEFUL ITEMS FOR YOUR HOME AND
FAMILY SUCH AS: CLOTHING, FURNITURE, MANY HOUSEHOLD FJEMS, AND TOYS

DATE: Saturday September 29,2001
TIME: 9;30AM-4;30PM
PLACE: UNIVERSITY BAPTIST CHURCH
411 PENDLETON ROAD
(ACROSS FROM MAC'S DRIVE-IN)

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL: 654-1722
EMAIL: cmsebris@worldnet.att.net
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT:

www.ubc-cIemson.org
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LEX NUNNERY

staff writer

You can usually tell how good a
Steven Spielberg movie is by seeing
how prominent his name is on the
poster at the theater. "A STEVEN
SPIELBERG FILM" is almost
impossible to overlook on movie
posters like E.T., Empire of the Sun,
and even the first Jurassic Park.
However, if I hadn't been looking
for it, I never would have noticed
Spielberg's tiny, narrow appellation
tucked away near the bottom of the
poster for Jurassic Park III.
Sam Neill reprises his role as
paleontologist Dr. Alan Grant as he
is coerced to be a guide for a flyover of an island off the coast of
Costa Rica populated by dinosaurs
in exchange for funding for his dig
and his research on the mental
processes of velociraptors. Upon
arriving, however, Grant discovers
that the plane is going to land, and
the divorced couple who convinced him to take the trip
(William H. Macy and Tea Leoni)
only desires his assistance in finding their lost son, who has been
stranded on the island for weeks,
due to a parasailing accident. The
plane crashes, and the party of
eight is stuck in an amusement
park-gone-wrong world of genetically engineered dinosaurs (sound
familiar?).
While it contains many of the
gimmicks'
that
made Jurassic Park
a classic (velociraptors with college
educations, an herbivore stampede,
vehicles dangling
from /trees, and
characters digging
through
dino
dung), this new
installation in the
Jurassic Park series
lacks the novelty,
originality, special
effects, cinematography,
musical
score, plot structure, and character
depth of its eightyear-old predecessor.
Remember how cool it was to
see real dinosaurs on the big
screen? The long, sweeping, twenty-second scene of those huge,
long-necked dinosaurs standing on
two legs to reach the top leaves on a
tree paired with John Williams'
resounding music? The huge, dilated T-Rex eye peering into that car?
Remember the little DNA film in
the rotating movie theater? The
mosquito stuck in the amber? The
fight at the end that tore down the
dinosaur skeletons? I only saw the
first movie three or four times and
will never forget those images.
However, nothing in this new
movie will leave the same imprint
on your mind. It's all been done
before - and it's been done better.
The dinosaur scenes rarely last for
more than three seconds. And
while the technology has obviously become cheaper and more effective, this new breed of reptiles doesn't look nearly as authentic as those
in the original. Nothing is as interesting or new, and it all seems too
tired.
However, if it's animation you're
looking for, you'd have better luck
looking for it in the dinosaurs than
in the human characters.
Characters' clothes, hair, and make-

up remain remarkably clean and
dry despite hours of trudging in the
jungle-like terrain of the island.
The minor characters on the expedition seem to exist only to be
killed off in scenes that do not
advance the plot but provide gory
evidence of the fact that dinosaurs
are smarter than you think and
they can kill you. Academy Awardnominated Macy (Fargo), Neill, and
Leoni give surprisingly weak performances in the predictable, thin
subplots (divorced couple tension,
the relationship between Grant
and his young, ambitious, but often
foolish assistant, etc.) that make up
most of the horribly paced movie.
The plot is stretched to its breaking
point in the film's meager 93 minutes. Nothing that happens in this
movie has purpose. Everything
results from either circumstance or
improbability. The first two movies
were based on Michael Crichton
novels, while this one is only based
on his characters. Therefore, this
film was not condensed from a
book but expanded from a simple,
hackneyed idea.
This movie is as bad, if not
worse than The Lost World, the second movie in the series. It seems
that executive producer Steven
Spielberg has tapped this well one
(two?) too many times. But don't be
surprised if there will be a third. It
fared well at the box office, and, in
true Jurassic Park style, left plenty
of room for another addition to the
lucrative industry of JP films (the
first two combined for a gross of
$1.5 billion).
Jurassic Park is really nothing
better than a $90+ million B movie
that leans on the success of the first
film in the series. Don't even rent
this one.
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University celebrates banned books
RENEERILEY

senior staff writer

Of Mice and Men, The Giver, I
Know Why the Caged Bird Sings,
The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn, The Chronicles of Narnia;
no, this is not a summer reading
list that you forgot to complete.
These classic novels are a few of
the books in this country that
have been challenged or banned
in the past century.
They were among the most
challenged books of 1999-2000.
Most people feel that these books
are model pieces of literature;
others think they are immoral
and pose a threat to a reader's
morality and consciousness.
Next week in Clemson, the
English Department is protesting,
in its own simple way, the censorship of books such as these.
The 20th anniversary of
Banned Book Week begins next
week all across the nation as people, in protest of repression of the
written word, celebrate their First
Amendment right and read aloud
banned or challenged books in
order to promote the circulation
of such pieces.
Banned Book Week was created by the American Library
Association and is held to
increase awareness of censorship.
Banned Book Week runs from
Sept. 22-29 and is the only
national celebration of our First
Amendment privileges.
At Clemson University the celebration is called "Well, I'll Be
Banned" and professors, students,
and members of the community
will come together to listen to
excerpts from such banned books
as The Catcher in the Rye by J.D.
Salinger and Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone by J.K. Rawling.
"This is an annual universitywide celebration of our right to
read,"
states
the -English
Department on its web page. Last
year the celebration was only
held on one day and had a great
turnout. This year is expected to
be bigger and better considering
the expansion of the celebration
and the reading of the excerpts in
such high traffic areas.
Censorship has been an ageold problem. In the past, bonfires
were the means by which banning books was handled.
Considering that most books and
manuscripts were hand-written
this had permanent effects. Book
Burnings are still done today as
drastic demonstration of the Seriousness for which people have for
"decent" reading material.
With the introduction of the
Internet and the information
superhighway, people concerned
about banning certain material
from the public sphere have a bigger fight on their hands. The
vastness of information that
exists on the Internet has led people to raise the question, "how can
it ever be controlled?"
To get technical, there is a difference between banned books
and challenged books. According
to the Intellectual Freedom
Manual (IFM), to challenge a book
is to "attempt to remove or restrict
materials based on objections by
a person or group."
The banning of a book is the
"removal of those materials." In
response to this ideology, the IFM
states, "Freedom to express oneself through a chosen mode of
communication becomes virtually meaningless if access to that
information is not protected."
Last year alone 6,364 books
were reported as banned or challenged to the Office of
Intellectual Freedom. This does
not, however, count those books
that were not reported.
This issue is not something
that is not a problem in South
Carolina; it also exists on a local
level. In April of this year, Pickens

County banned the award win- what things would look like if
ning children's book, The Giver Hitler had succeeded in the
by Lois Lowry from being taught Holocaust in his efforts to eradiat the elementary level.
cate differences." In correlation to
For those of you not familiar banning books such as The
with this book it is an account of Giver." she said, "It's a startling
a futuristic world in which indi- way to look at differences and be
vidualism is suppressed. There able to appreciate differences and
are no seasons or weather realize what results when you
changes and pain and choice have stomp out anything that doesn't
been abolfit, which
i s h e d .
is basically
Everyone
what bansees
in "It's a startling way to look at
ning books
black and
does."
white and differences, and be able to
The
only
the appreciate differences, and
simple
chosen per- realize what results when you
effect
of
son,
The
banning
Giver, has stomp out anything that doesn't
books is, in
memory of fit, which is basically what
reality,
the past.
counterbanning books does."
D r .
productive.
DR. MICHELLE MARTIN
Michelle
As peoCU ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
Martin, an
ple yell and
assistant
^^^^^~^^^^^~ scream
professor
about the
iere
at
immoraliClemson who specializes in chil- ty of this book or of this novel
dren's literature quoted in the they create advertisement for the
Greenville News in response to book. People rush out to buy the
this banning said, "I often think piece of "literary smut" to see for
of this book as the scenario of themselves what is so immoral

about it.
Looking long term, one has to
wonder whether or not banning
books is realistic in the simple
fact that as more and more books
become banned or challenged
every year, the number of books
with "problems" escalates. Sooner
or later, will there be any books
that are moral and clean enough
to read?
If protestors think that they
are hurting and intimidating the
authors they are sorely misguided. Katherine Paterson, author of
the novel Bridge to Terabithia, in
response to seeing her novel displayed as "dangerous" in a store
front window was proud to know
that it was flanked by Mary
Poppins on the left and the Holy
Bible on the right.
Either way, whether you agree
with banning books or not banning books, nothing beats a good
story-telling.
The English Department will
be holding all of their readings on
the second floor of the Hendrix
Center in front of Cappuccino's
from 12-1 on September 24-27
and from 10-2 on September 28 in
the Amphitheater.
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Chess in Java City

tt

5pm in Cooper Library

Fri, Sept 21 -8pm
McKissickTheatre

Rotating Tournament
7pm Underground

Band at Edgar's Pub

"True Fiction"

Career Expo & Intership Fair

at 10pm

10am-4pm Hendrix Center

DJ Willy &
Cosmic Bowling

Career Expo
& Internship Fair

10pm-2am
Underground
r

±^

10am-4pm Hendrix Center

Open Mic Night

Duke at Clemson
Tailgate in
Edgar's Pub "Proof"
Sat, Sept 22-8pm
McKissickTheatre

8pm-12am Edgar's Pub

"Damn Yankees"

DJ Willy

Thurs, Sept 27 - 8pm
Brooks Center

Dance Party
10pm-2am Edgar's

VIRDON

<3tajn'n£ A yarn fce es

BiUards
Tournament

3ujr=-iJ3i

7pm Underground

Gaming Session at Hendrix
7pm-12am Meeting Rooms A&B

«i

That Thing You Do'

Mexican Mondays

Fri, Sept 28 - 8pmMcKissickTheatre

every Monday in
Edgar's Pub

Band "Big Sky"
11:30 Edgar's Pub

■p://www. union, clemson.edu/upac;

Phone: 656-UPAC

UNION PROGRAMS &
ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
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WHATS
SATURDAY, SEPT. 29
SATURDAY, SEPT.22
=-<
• Monte Mongomery at
the Handlebar, Greenville

TO LIST EVENTS IN THE CAC
ENDAR FREE,
CALL 656-0986

THURSDAY, OCT. 4

• BR5-49 at the
• Everlasting Earle at
Handlebar, Greenville $12 the Esso Club $3 cover 11
cover 9pm
pm
FRIDAY, OCT. 5

MONDAY, OCT. 2
THURSDAY, SEPT. 27

• Play : A view from
• Gillian Welch &
the Bridge at the Brooks
David Rawlings at the
Center. $8 adults/$6
Handlebar, Greenville $18 senior citizens/$4 stucover 9 pm
dents. Showing Oct. 2-6
• Damn Yankees at the
8pm;Sun. October 7, 3pm
Brooks Center
$27.50/seat 8 pm

21,2001

• Brooks Center Golf
Tournament at the Walker
Course

& Frank Gorshin at the
Brooks Center $30 all
seats 8 pm

Playhouse , Anderson.
Showing Oct 11-13, Oct.
19-20, and Oct. 25-27.
$15 adults/$13 senior citizens/48 students 8pm

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 10
• Sleeping Beauty at the
Brooks Center $6
adults/$6 senior citizens/$2 students 7 pm

MONDAY, OCT. 8

THURSDAY, OCT. 11

• The Sunshine Boys
starring Dick Van Patten

• The Honky tonk angels
at the Electric City

FRIDAY, OCT. 19
• Jimbo & Doug of
Cravin Melon at the Esso
Club $4 cover 10:30pm

HOROSCOPES
ARIES
(MARCH 21-APRIL19)
If you are upset be sure to
let out your emotions.
However, do not dwell on
it. Try not to dwell on
things you cannot control.

TAURUS
(APRIL 20-MAY 20)
Go to the football game
this weekend. Someone
needs to talk to you
there. If you don't show,
you might miss out on an
important message.

GEMINI
(MAY 21-JUNE 21)

Remember if you fall it is
important to pick yourself
up. Keep going. If life
gives you lemons make
lemonade.
CANCER
(JUNE 22-JULY 22)
Turn your frown upside
down. Things have been
kind of trying lately. Don't
worry and try to keep your
mind on your studies.
LEO
(JULY 23-AUGUST 22)

VIRGO
(AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)
Do not be afraid to fall in
love. You have been hurt
in the past. However,
your will soon find the
man/woman of your
dreams.
UBRA
(SEPT. 23QCT. 23)
You are very into the past
these days. Reflect as
much as possible.
Remember all the fun
times of last year.

This is a good week for
you. Be sure to try new
things. Go to a new club
meeting.

fy: Wk£ <sriu%€?^r

SCORPIO
(OCT. 24-NOV. 21)
Look closely at your surroundings. What you find
may surprise you. Be wary
of any business opportunities.
SAGITTARIUS
(NOV. 22-DEC. 21)
3101

Enjoy what is left of the
warm weather. When you
need a study break go
outside. Appreciate your
walks to classes.

CAPRICORN (DECEMBER
22-JANUARY IB)

Look forward to things yet
to come. Something good
is on the horizon. Though
it may not be obvious at
the moment.
AQUARIUS (JANUARY
20-FEBRUARY 18)
Someone close to you has
been distant lately. They
will come through in the
end. You relationship will
end up even stronger than
before.
PISCES (FEBRUARY 19MARCH 20)
Try to be an individual.
Do not blend in the crowd.
Be yourself.

